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ABSTRACT 
 
Swallowing is an essential motor act that coordinates the movement of food or saliva 
from the mouth through the pharynx and into the esophagus while protecting the upper 
airways from aspiration of those materials. Disordered swallowing, or dysphagia, results when 
bolus movement from the oropharyngeal phase into the esophageal phase is uncoordinated. 
Dysphagia directly causes or increases the risk of aspiration during swallowing in many clinical 
pathologies including Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease, cerebrovascular incidents 
(stroke) in addition to being prevalent among the elderly population. The coordination between 
breathing and swallowing is mediated through the interaction of the swallow and respiratory 
Central Pattern Generators (CPGs) located in the brainstem. In the pharyngeal phase of swallow 
respiratory airflow is temporarily interrupted, and then reset, when the bolus moves through 
the pharyngeal space. The lungs retain enough air during the swallow apnea to protect the 
lower airways from accidental aspiration of residual bolus material, modulate the latency to 
initiate the swallow, while providing sensory feedback for processing within the brainstem 
network. The timing of the pharyngeal phase of swallow with respiration occurs across a 
continuum of lung volumes. Following swallow, the latency to initiate inspiration of the 
subsequent respiratory cycle increases. The swallow-mediated increase in cycle duration on 
respiration may depend upon the central processing of pulmonary afferents that may also affect 
reconfiguration of the respiratory CPG to express the swallow CPG. The peripheral and central 
mechanisms of swallow-breathing coordination remain poorly understood. Here, the 
relationship between central inspiratory output and the resultant mechanical inflation of the 
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lungs was manipulated and dissociated to test the hypothesis that a centrally- and peripherally-
mediated “swallow gate” coordinates swallow initiation with central respiratory activity and 
vagally-mediated pulmonary feedback. 
We obtained data from decerebrate adult cats of either sex that fully recovered from 
isoflurane anesthesia prior to the decerebration procedure. Fictive swallows were elicited using 
electrical stimulation of the superior laryngeal nerves (SLN) or injection of water (Water) into 
the pharyngeal cavity. Both stimuli were presented at random during the central respiratory 
cycle and/or the mechanical ventilation cycle. Mechanical ventilation was either triggered in-
phase with phrenic discharge activity or it was set independent of phrenic discharge activity. 
These two modes of mechanical ventilation facilitated our ability to analyze the collective and 
individual effect of lower airway feedback on swallow-breathing coordination. The efferent 
discharge activities were recorded from the right hypoglossal (XII), left phrenic (Phr), left 
lumbar iliohypogastric (Lum) and right vagus (X) or the right recurrent laryngeal (RLN) nerves 
using silver bipolar hooked electrodes. All nerve activity was full-wave rectified, amplified, RC 
integrated (τ=200-500 ms) and low-pass filtered prior to analysis for effects on swallow-
breathing coordination across stimulation-ventilation conditions. We observed post-inspiratory 
type (Post-I) and expiratory type (Exp) swallows that produced discrete effects on central 
respiratory rhythm across all conditions. The Post-I type swallows disturbed the duration and 
amplitude of preceding central inspiratory activity, without affecting the duration of central 
expiratory activity. The Exp type swallows prolonged central expiration but produced no effect 
on central inspiratory activity. We observed that lung inflation negatively modulated swallow 
initiation during fixed mechanical ventilation in the absence of central respiratory output, i.e., 
during central apnea. Most swallow elicited during central apnea initiated during periods of 
low lower airway afferent feedback. Collectively, these findings extend the role for lower 
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airway feedback beyond its role as a provider of lung afferent surveillance and identifies lower 
airway feedback as a modulator of swallow-breathing coordination. 
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CHAPTER ONE: 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Dysphagia 
 
Dysphagia directly causes or increases the risk of aspiration during swallowing in many 
clinical pathologies including Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease, cerebrovascular 
incidents (stroke) in addition to being prevalent among the elderly population (Karagiannis, 
Chivers et al. 2011, Hegland, Okun et al. 2014). The incidence of oropharyngeal dysphagia 
among these patient populations range from 30% for stroke patients, to 50% of the elderly 
population, and as high as 80% for Alzheimer’s disease or Parkinson’s disease patients (Ekberg, 
Hamdy et al. 2002, Lin, Wu et al. 2002, Rofes, Arreola et al. 2010). Clinical presentation of 
oropharyngeal dysphagia includes deficits in the pharyngo-laryngeal sensory systems that 
result in an increased presence of oropharyngeal residue, a loss of pharyngeal clearance, slowed 
closing of the laryngeal vestibule and opening of the upper esophageal sphincter (Clave, de 
Kraa et al. 2006, Rofes, Arreola et al. 2010, Rofes, Arreola et al. 2013). Current aspiration 
prevention interventions include thickening of boli, postural adjustments, and placement of a 
feeding tube (Clave, de Kraa et al. 2006, Coyle, Davis et al. 2009). More elaborate therapies 
include transcranial stimulation of the cortex while simultaneously stimulating the pharynx to 
activate pharyngeal muscles, (Hamdy, Aziz et al. 1998, Fraser, Power et al. 2002, Miller 2008), 
increasing the excitability of neurons within the swallowing pathways in the brain stem with 
catecholamines to promote pharyngeal swallowing (Bieger, Larochelle et al. 1972, Bieger, Giles 
et al. 1977), and enhancing the contractility of muscles required to swallow (Miller 2008). 
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Recently, the risk of aspiration was assessed in tracheostomized patients that initiated a 
swallow with their tracheostomy tube closed to air (Gross, Mahlmann et al. 2003). The observed 
reduction in aspiration was attributed to the redirection of airflow through the glottis which 
increased subglottal pressure which in turn increases mechanical stimulation of subglottic 
mechanoreceptors. It has been proposed that laryngeal status is indicated in the brain by 
subglottic mechanoreceptors that signal if a bolus will transit safely through the laryngeal 
vestibule (Gross, Mahlmann et al. 2003). Laryngeal placement prior to initiation of a swallow 
facilitates the appropriate timing between respiratory and gustatory systems so that expiration 
occurs before and after a swallow (Preiksaitis, Mayrand et al. 1992, Martin, Logemann et al. 
1994, Martin-Harris, Brodsky et al. 2003, Martin-Harris, Brodsky et al. 2005) thereby decreasing 
the likeliness that a swallow will occur during the wrong phase of respiration, i.e., Expiration-
swallow-Inspiration versus Expiration-swallow-Expiration. Furthermore, coupling swallowing 
with exhalation provides an additional airway defensive mechanism to prevent accidental 
aspiration of residual bolus material into the airways (Wheeler Hegland, Huber et al. 2009).  
The oral, pharyngeal, and esophageal phases of swallow are coordinated so that food or 
saliva moves from the mouth and into the esophagus while protecting the upper airways from 
aspiration of those materials (Bosma 1957, Doty, Richmond et al. 1967, Miller 1982, Jean 2001, 
Miller 2008). In the medulla this essential motor act is coordinated with respiratory functions 
through complex interactions between neuronal networks termed central pattern generators. 
Collectively, this network of distributed neuronal populations comprises the brainstem 
respiratory network.  
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Anatomy and Function of the Brainstem Respiratory Network (BRN)   
 Dorsal Respiratory Group (DRG) 
 The nucleus tractus solitarius (NTS) is located on the dorsal surface of the medulla. The 
dorsal respiratory group (DRG) consists of a group of respiratory-linked neurons located near 
the ventrolateral sub nucleus (Davies and Kubin 1986, Berger and Dick 1987). Three types of 
neurons exist within the DRG and they have been categorized according to their response 
during lung inflation: inspiratory augmenting (I-Aug), inspiratory decrementing (I-Dec) and 
pump cells (P-cells). Central inspiratory output directly drives the discharge activity of the I-
Aug and I-Dec neurons. However, central inspiratory output merely facilitates the discharge 
activity of P-cells which is driven by inputs from slowly adapting pulmonary stretch receptor 
afferent (PSRs). PSRs afferents supply sensory feedback on the speed and depth of respiration 
by burst-firing onto P-cells providing feedback that modulates the generation of respiratory 
rhythm (Averill, Cameron et al. 1984, Backman, Anders et al. 1984, Berger and Dick 1987, Bajic, 
Zuperku et al. 1989, Anders, Ohndorf et al. 1993, Kubin, Alheid et al. 2006, Molkov, Bacak et al. 
2013). DRG axons modulate respiratory rhythm generation by relaying sensory afferent 
information to the nucleus ambiguus, ipsilateral dorsolateral pons (dl-pons), ipsilateral ventral 
respiratory column (VRC), medullary raphe, Retrotrapezoid/Parafacial nucleus (RTN/Pf) 
and to several subnuclei within the NTS to alter the firing pattern of other neurons involved in 
circuits of the respiratory central pattern generator (rCPG) (Berger 1977, Lipski and Merrill 
1980, Pantaleo and Corda 1985, Long and Duffin 1986, Davies, Kubin et al. 1987, Otake, Sasaki 
et al. 1989, Bianchi, Denavit-Saubie et al. 1995, Morris, Arata et al. 1996, Morris, Arata et al. 1996, 
Li, Morris et al. 1999, Li, Morris et al. 1999, Arata, Hernandez et al. 2000, McCrimmon, Monnier 
et al. 2000, Ezure, Tanaka et al. 2002, Takakura, Moreira et al. 2006). In addition to receiving 
PSRs inputs the medial, lateral and ventrolateral subdivisions of the NTS also receive swallow-, 
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chemo-, and baro-receptor related afferent inputs that can also modulate respiratory rhythm 
generation (Berger and Averill 1983, Mifflin, Spyer et al. 1988, Mifflin 1993, Mifflin 1996, Silva-
Carvalho, Paton et al. 1998, Li, Morris et al. 1999, Sang and Goyal 2001). Activation of the 
Hering-Breuer reflex (HBR), a respiratory phase switching process that results in an increased 
duration of expiration coupled with a decreased duration of inspiration (Bonham and 
McCrimmon 1990, Wang, Zhang et al. 2008), is mediated by the afferent information relayed 
through P-cells. 
 Rapidly adapting pulmonary stretch receptor afferents (RARs) have also been identified 
and categorized by their projections to NTS subnuclei that do not receive PSRs afferents (Davies 
and Kubin 1986, Kubin, Alheid et al. 2006). RARs respond to large changes in lung volume 
(during inflation or deflation), hyperpnea, pneumothorax, anaphylaxis and various noxious 
stimuli (Davies and Kubin 1986, Pack, Ogilvie et al. 1986). In the cat, RAR projections to the 
inspiratory-related ventrolateral subnucleus are sparse, suggesting little involvement in 
affecting inspiration. However, in rats projections from RAR-linked “deflation-sensitive” 
receptors in the ventral subnucleus have be identified and implicated in affecting inspiration 
(Ezure and Tanaka 2000). So called “RAR cells” have been localized to the caudal medial 
subnucleus and the commissural subnucleus in both rats and cats. RAR cells receive 
monosynaptic excitatory post synaptic potentials when both vagi are electrically stimulated, are 
excited by ammonia inhalation, and exhibit rapid adaptation to hyperinflation of the lungs 
(Kubin and Davies 1988, Lipski, Ezure et al. 1991, Ezure, Tanaka et al. 1998, Ezure, Tanaka et al. 
1999). 
 Early work exploring potential brainstem areas participant in brainstem chemoreception 
showed that caudal NTS neurons respond to perturbations that produced hypercapnia and 
acidosis. Dean and colleagues showed that hypercapnic acidosis augmented the firing rate of 
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neurons in the caudal NTS and adjacent dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus (Dean, Lawing et al. 
1989, Dean, Bayliss et al. 1990, Dean and Millhorn 1991). They further showed that chemical 
synaptic blockade failed to reduce chemoreceptive signaling within these neurons (Dean, 
Bayliss et al. 1990), thus further challenging the theory that ventrolateral medullary neurons, 
expressing pH-sensitive cholinergic synapses, provided the brainstem’s basic chemoreception 
function (Fukuda and Loeschcke 1979, Loeschcke 1982).  In favor of a theory that central 
CO2/H+ chemoreceptor signaling is mediated through a dispersed system of chemosensitive 
neurons within brainstem areas normally associated with breathing and cardiovascular control 
(Dean, Bayliss et al. 1990). In vivo focal acidification studies produced additional evidence that 
suggested central chemoreception occurs within the vicinity of the caudal NTS and the adjacent 
dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus (Coates, Li et al. 1993). Later, reverse microdialysis 
techniques were used to create a milder, more contained, focal acidification that confirmed the 
role of the NTS in central chemoreception during sleep and wake states (Nattie and Li 2002). 
The fastigial nucleus of the cerebellum and orexin-expressing neurons in the hypothalamus 
have also been connected with central chemoreception using focal microinjections of 
acetazolamide, reverse microdialysis of artificial cerebrospinal fluid, direct stimulation, c-fos 
activation during CO2/H+ administration and genetic ablation (Dempsey and Forster 1982, 
Kogo and Arita 1990, Marjanovic, Elliott et al. 1998, Stunden, Filosa et al. 2001, Wellman, Jordan 
et al. 2004, Martino, Davis et al. 2006, Xie, Skatrud et al. 2009, Marina, Abdala et al. 2010). 
  Ventral Respiratory Column (VRC) 
 The VRC is a bilaterally distributed column of neurons that extends rostrocaudally along 
the neuroaxis of the medulla from the facial nucleus to the most rostral portion of the cervical 
spinal cord including areas within the lateral tegmental field (Feldman and Del Negro 2006).  
The VRC is subdivided into the RTN/Pf, Bötzinger complex (BötC), preBötzinger complex 
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(preBötC), the rostral ventral respiratory group (rVRG), and the caudal ventral respiratory 
group (cVRG) (Monnier, Alheid et al. 2003, Feldman and Del Negro 2006, Lindsey, Rybak et al. 
2012). The VRC is comprised of propriobulbar neurons that are connected to generation of 
respiratory rhythm as well as inspiratory and expiratory bulbospinal pre-motoneuron 
projections to phrenic, intercostal, and abdominal motoneuron pools (Monteau and Hilaire 
1991).  
  Bötzinger Complex 
 Studies suggest that the Bötzinger Complex (BötC) functions as an expiratory kernel that 
produces late-expiration and post-inspiration neuronal discharge activity that reduces the 
automatic firing of inspiratory “pacemaker” neurons in the pre-Bötzinger complex via 
inhibitory synaptic projection (Richter 1982). Two types of neuronal projections originate from 
within the BötC. Monosynaptic bulbospinal expiratory augmenting (E-Aug) neuronal 
projections that inhibit phrenic motoneurons. While propriobulbar projections form inhibitory 
connections onto monosynaptic bulbospinal inspiratory DRG neurons and both inspiratory and 
expiratory VRC neurons (Fedorko and Merrill 1984, Ellenberger and Feldman 1988, Tian, 
Peever et al. 1998). The E-Aug type neurons provide expiration inhibiting tone on respiratory-
modulated neurons within the Böt itself as well as other regions of the VRC, DRG, and the 
pontine respiratory group (PRG) (Jiang and Lipski 1990, Nunez-Abades, Morillo et al. 1993). 
Moreover, injections of L-glutamate, N-methyl-D-aspartic acid (NMDA) or DL-homocysteic 
acid (DLH) into the BötC reduced respiratory rhythm by termination of phrenic output 
(Chitravanshi and Sapru 1999, Monnier, Alheid et al. 2003). 
The BötC is required for proper expression of the Hering-Breuer reflex, the respiratory 
phase-switching mechanism that defines the duration of post-inspiration and expiration during 
eupnea (Feldman and Cohen 1978, Hayashi, Coles et al. 1996, Sun, Goodchild et al. 2001, Smith, 
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Abdala et al. 2007). Physical removal of the BötC from the distributed brainstem network by 
controlled sectioning of the medulla caudal to the BötC results in a 1-stage respiratory rhythm 
that lacks post inspiration (Post-I) motor output and increased spontaneous inspiratory burst 
activity coupled with a loss of respiratory rhythmicity (Smith, Abdala et al. 2007, Abdala, Rybak 
et al. 2009). It must be noted that the loss of Post-I activity may also be attributed to the removal 
of PRG structures that also influence the transition from inspiration to expiration (discussed in 
the PRG section). Modulated activation of BötC neuronal populations results in laryngeal 
breaking during expiration, that facilitate gas exchange, as well as the many changes in upper 
airway musculature observed during execution of non-respiratory behaviors such as swallow, 
cough and sneezing (Schwarzacher, Wilhelm et al. 1991, Baekey, Morris et al. 2001, 
Ambalavanar, Tanaka et al. 2004, Shiba, Nakazawa et al. 2007, Davenport, Bolser et al. 2011) 
   Pre-Bötzinger Complex 
 The next most caudal region in the VRC is the pre-Bötzinger complex (preBötC). These 
expiratory-to-inspiratory phase spanning neurons express neurokinin-1 (NK1), µ-opiate and 
gamma-aminobutyric acid -B receptors and are required for generation of the respiratory 
rhythm (Smith, Ellenberger et al. 1991, Sun, Goodchild et al. 1998, Gray, Rekling et al. 1999, 
Guyenet and Wang 2001). Microinjection of L-Glu or NMDA into the preBötC increased 
background phrenic nerve discharge activity and burst frequency(Chitravanshi and Sapru 
1999). When DLH was injected into the preBötC of rats two types of tachypneic responses were 
observed: the first response was a transient increase in respiratory rate over the experimental 
window and the second response was an immediate increase in respiratory rate over the first 
three to four cycles that exhibited substantial breath-to-breath variability in each phase of the 
respiratory cycle (Monnier, Alheid et al. 2003). The former results are not dissimilar to the 
response observed when DLH was injected into the preBötC of cats except the change in mean 
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arterial blood pressure was more variable, i.e., an increase or decrease was observed 
concomitantly with the tachypneic response (Solomon, Edelman et al. 1999). 
 In vitro neonatal rodent models require “pacemaker” populations in the preBötC to 
generation the inspiratory portion of the three-phase eupneic breathing pattern. In vitro studies 
conducted in neonatal rodent brainstem slice preparations continued to show oscillations in the 
respiratory network following interruption of chloride-and potassium-dependent inhibitory 
synaptic transmission (Smith and Feldman 1987, Feldman and Smith 1989, Johnson, Smith et al. 
1994). Moreover, near complete bilateral destruction of NK1 receptor expressing neurons by 
microinjection of substance P conjugated to saporin into the preBötC of rats resulted in ataxic 
breathing, a loss of response to hypoxia or hyperoxia and an inability to maintain blood gases 
and pH (Gray, Janczewski et al. 2001). In goats, ablation of ~29% of preBötC neurons by 
microinjection of substance P conjugated to saporin transiently disrupted eupneic activation of 
respiratory muscles (Wenninger, Pan et al. 2004). Further, ablation of preBötC neurons by 
microinjection of ibotenic acid resulted in tachypneic hyperpnea and a complete loss of 
respiratory muscle activity (Wenninger, Pan et al. 2004).  Previously, it was thought that the 
Noeud Vital was isolated to a population of persistent Na+ channel expressing neurons in the 
preBötC. However, recent studies show that persistent Na+ channel expressing neurons 
stimulate intraburst spiking in preBötC neurons and they regulate the excitability of 
serotonergic raphe neurons that project back onto preBötC neurons to produce the  inspiratory 
drive (Pena and Ramirez 2002, Pace, Mackay et al. 2007, Pace, Mackay et al. 2007).  
Ventral Respiratory Group (VRG) 
 The final division of the VRC is collectively referred to as the ventral respiratory group. 
It contains a rostral (rVRG) and a caudal (cVRG) group of neurons that are principally active 
during inspiration and expiration, respectively (Alheid and McCrimmon 2008).   
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   Rostral VRG (rVRG) 
The rVRG is comprised of glutamatergic I-Aug bulbospinal neurons that project 
monosynaptically to phrenic motoneurons that innervate the diaphragm and external 
intercostal motoneurons (Dobbins and Feldman 1994, Iscoe 1998, Guyenet, Sevigny et al. 2002). 
Bulbospinal I-Aug NK1 receptor positive neurons located in the anterior rVRG are easily 
distinguished from NK1 receptor positive neurons found in the adjacent preBötC by their firing 
pattern (I-Aug vs E-I) and larger size (Alheid, Gray et al. 2002, Guyenet, Sevigny et al. 2002, 
Alheid and McCrimmon 2008). Microinjection of excitatory amino acids into the anterior, but 
not the posterior, rVRG depresses respiratory frequency (Wang, Germanson et al. 2002, 
Monnier, Alheid et al. 2003). 
Caudal VRG (cVRG)  
Excitatory bulbospinal E-Aug neurons of the cVRG innervate expiratory internal 
intercostal and abdominal motoneurons in the spinal cord (Iscoe 1998, Ezure, Tanaka et al. 
2003). cVRG expiratory decrementing (E-Dec) neurons send caudal projections to the spinal 
cord and rostral projections to unspecific targets within the VRC providing inhibition of 
inspiratory bulbospinal neurons (Okazaki, Takeda et al. 2001, Saito, Tanaka et al. 2002, Ezure, 
Tanaka et al. 2003, Alheid and McCrimmon 2008). By contrast some excitatory rostrally directed 
cVRG projections terminate onto laryngeal motoneurons (Boers, Klop et al. 2002).  
Individual microinjections of the excitatory amino acids NMDA or L-Glu into the cVRG 
caused a decrease in mean arterial blood pressure and heart rate with each neurotransmitter 
producing distinct effects on phrenic activity. NMDA microinjections caused bradypnea 
whereas microinjection of L-Glu caused apnea (Chitravanshi and Sapru 1999). Cross-correlation 
analysis shows consistent latencies between E-Aug cVRG neurons and the contralateral 
activation of abdominal and internal intercostal motoneurons indicating a monosynaptic 
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connection between activation of these nerves by these neuronal populations (Cohen, Feldman 
et al. 1985, Miller, Ezure et al. 1985). This indicates that the cVRG is important for the expression 
of many respiratory and non-respiratory behaviors that are active during a prolonged 
expiratory phase, such as cough and emesis (Umezaki, Zheng et al. 1997, Poliacek, Corrie et al. 
2007).  
 Pontine Respiratory Group (PRG) 
 The rCPG is not limited to the previously described medullary locations. Part of the 
rCPG is the pontine respiratory group (PRG) located in the dl-pons including the parabrachial 
(PB) and the Kölliker-Fuse nuclei (KF). Microinjection studies that stimulated the PRG with 
glutamate, abruptly interrupted the inspiratory phase of breathing and prolonged the 
expiratory phase of breathing. Injection of the gamma-aminobutyric acid receptor agonist 
isoguvacine elongated inspiratory duration and eventually produced an apneustic breathing 
pattern (Dutschmann and Herbert 2006). The PRG contains many neurons with phase-spanning 
activity including post-inspiratory premotor neurons that drive laryngeal motoneurons during 
several respiratory and non-respiratory behaviors (Shiba, Satoh et al. 1999, Dutschmann and 
Herbert 2006, Shiba, Nakazawa et al. 2007). The PRG is important in coordinating and adapting 
the respiratory rhythm to sensory feedback from PSRs, peripheral chemoreceptors and upper 
airway receptors. Electrical stimulation within the KF to elicit swallow implicates this region in 
the coordination and gating of the pharyngeal phase of swallow with respiration (Sumi 1972, 
Sumi 1972, Oku and Dick 1992, Miller 2008, Bonis, Neumueller et al. 2013). Since swallows 
occur preferentially at phase-transitions of the respiratory and ventilatory cycle, (Dick, Oku et 
al. 1993, Paydarfar and Buerkel 1995, Ono, Ishiwata et al. 1998) this coordination may require 
afferent information relayed from NTS pump cells to PB and  KF neurons in the PRG (Ezure, 
Tanaka et al. 1998).  
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 However, recent work suggests that the respiratory network habituates to HBR 
activation by PSRs and that the PRG may function as an “inspiratory off-switch” when PSR-
mediated activation of HBR is weak or absent (Siniaia, Young et al. 2000, Kubin, Alheid et al. 
2006, Morschel and Dutschmann 2009, Dutschmann and Dick 2012, Dutschmann, Bautista et al. 
2014). In vagotomized animals phasic respiratory activity in the PB and KF showed increased 
respiratory modulation compared to vagi intact activity (Dick, Shannon et al. 2008, Rybak, 
O'Connor et al. 2008). An investigation into the role of the PRG in influencing the three phases 
of breathing, performed in vagotomized, decerebrate, paralyzed and ventilated cats, revealed 
that the PRG is important in control of the expiratory duration following perturbation of rCPG 
output (Oku and Dick 1992). In vagotomized animals systemic injection of NMDA agonists 
increases the duration of inspiration producing an apneustic breathing pattern (Foutz, 
Champagnat et al. 1989, Pierrefiche, Foutz et al. 1992, Pierrefiche, Haji et al. 1998) however, if 
the vagi remained intact only vagal stimulation augmented inspiratory duration (Jodkowski, 
Coles et al. 1994). Moreover, stimulation in the KF or medial PB induces an early I-E phase 
transition similar to vagal stimulation (Molkov, Bacak et al. 2013) that use projections from 
corresponding medullary circuit that control initiation and cessation of inspiration (Rybak, 
Shevtsova et al. 2004, Morschel and Dutschmann 2009, Dutschmann and Dick 2012) to form a 
pontine-medullary control loop (Molkov, Bacak et al. 2013).  
 Although the locus ceruleus is not identified as a part of the PRG this bilaterally 
distributed region within the dorsal pons located on the floor of the fourth ventricle has been 
shown to modulate breathing (Nattie and Li 2012).  This pontine structure contains the greatest 
concentration of catecholamine containing neurons in the brain and its activity indicates it is a 
chemoreceptive area (Orem 1990, Haxhiu, Yung et al. 1996, Haxhiu, Rust et al. 2006). The 
majority of these neurons respond with low sensitivity to increased or decreased CO2/H+ 
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concentrations presumably due to the expression of gap junctions (Jensen, Farago et al. 2008, 
Guyenet, Stornetta et al. 2010). The firing rate of locus ceruleus neurons increases during 
systemic CO2 stimulation, prior to and follow denervation of peripheral chemoreceptor and 
focal acidification within this region augments breathing (Chemelli, Willie et al. 1999, Durand, 
Dauger et al. 2005). 
 Retrotrapezoid/parafacial nucleus (RTN/Pf) 
 The retrotrapezoid nucleus RTN was discovered using retrograde tracing from VRC 
neurons in the cat (Smith, Morrison et al. 1989). The RTN is located on the ventral surface of the 
brainstem inferior to the facial nucleus and extends caudally beneath the BötC. RTN neurons 
comprise glutamatergic non-catecholaminergic Phox2b, NK1 receptor and pre-pro-galanin-
expressing propriobulbar neurons that respond to CO2 in vivo and to focal acidification in vitro 
(Abbott, Stornetta et al. 2009, Lazarenko, Milner et al. 2009, Stornetta, Spirovski et al. 2009). The 
RTN contains chemosensitive cells that provide excitatory output to VRC neurons to stimulate 
breathing in response to increases in CO2 or reduced pH (Mulkey, Stornetta et al. 2004, Rosin, 
Chang et al. 2006). However, early work showed that neuron in the ventrolateral NTS exhibit a 
greater excitatory response, i.e. increased firing rate, in response to acidosis (Miles 1983). NTS 
relay neurons send central and peripheral chemosensory projections to the RTN where it is 
integrated with central chemosensory afferent information to appropriately modulate breathing 
in response to chemical drive (Fitzgerald and Dehghani 1982, Finley and Katz 1992, Nattie and 
Li 2002, Rosin, Chang et al. 2006, Takakura, Moreira et al. 2006). Moreover, Serotonergic inputs 
from medullary and pontine structures facilitate, but do not directly compel, the RTN response 
to chemical drive since pH and direct injection of serotonin into the RTN produce an additive 
respiratory response (Mulkey, Rosin et al. 2007). Also, the peak response to infused CO2 of RTN 
neurons compared to that of raphe neurons are during opposite parts of the day-night cycle in 
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rats (Li, Randall et al. 1999, Nattie and Li 2001). Further evidence shows that pH-sensitive glial 
cells mediate chemoreception in the RTN through regulation of extracellular pH (Fink 1961, 
Ehrlich 1971, Hodges, Tattersall et al. 2008). 
 Overlapping the anatomical location of the RTN is a group of Phox-2b and NK1 receptor 
expressing neurons that are sensitive to hypercapnia with pre-inspiratory discharge activity 
identified in neonatal rodent in vitro preparations named the parafacial respiratory group (Pf) 
(Onimaru and Homma 1987, Onimaru, Ikeda et al. 2008, Onimaru, Ikeda et al. 2009). In neonatal 
rodent preparations the Pf may trigger bursting activity in the preBötC making the Pf vital in 
the generation of respiratory rhythm and postnatal survival, however its importance for 
survival in adulthood is debatable (Smith, Ellenberger et al. 1991, Janczewski, Onimaru et al. 
2002, Mellen, Janczewski et al. 2003, Onimaru and Homma 2003, Feldman and Del Negro 2006, 
Onimaru, Kumagawa et al. 2006, Fortuna, West et al. 2008). 
 Raphe nuclei 
 The raphe nuclei consist of a ridge of neurons located in the medial portion of the 
reticular formation in the medulla. The raphe nuclei can be divided, in the caudal to rostral 
orientation, as the following subnuclei: the raphe obscurus, raphe pallidus, raphe magnus, 
raphe pontis, median raphe and the dorsal raphe. The caudal raphe nuclei (obscurus, pallidus 
and magnus) project to the hindbrain and spinal cord while the rostral raphe nuclei (pontis, 
median and dorsal) project to various forebrain structures (Tork 1990, Pilowsky 2014). The 
major neurotransmitter synthesized in the raphe nuclei is serotonin (5-HT) however, other 
neurotransmitters are synthesized, with and without 5-HT production, and colocalized in the 
various subnuclei (see Pilowsky 2014, Table 1 for details). An early study showed that the 
depletion of brain 5-HT produces a considerable and sustained hyperventilation that can be 
reversed when exogenous 5-HT is administered (Olson, Dempsey et al. 1979). Another, study 
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showed that injection of exogenous 5-HT into the common carotid artery of cats provokes an 
immediate apnea often associated with bradycardia and hypotension (Jacobs and Comroe 1971). 
Lastly, direct electrical excitation in the raphe obscurus region provoked a sustained increase in 
breathing rate and tidal volume (Millhorn 1986). Collectively, these studies provide initial 
evidence that neurotransmitters produced in the raphe and released at various axon terminals 
are key modulators of respiratory network rhythm generation. 
 Anatomical connections exist between raphe neurons and neurons located in the VRC 
and the PRG (Holstege 1988, Smith, Morrison et al. 1989, Gang, Mizuguchi et al. 1990, Gang, 
Mizuguchi et al. 1991, Hermann, Luppi et al. 1997). Raphe neurons exhibit respiratory-
modulated discharge rates or phase specific synchrony indicative of modulation by VRC and 
PRG neurons (Lindsey, Hernandez et al. 1992, Lindsey, Hernandez et al. 1992, Hosogai, Matsuo 
et al. 1993, Lindsey, Segers et al. 1994, Lindsey, Arata et al. 1998, Mason, Gao et al. 2007, Dick, 
Shannon et al. 2008). Raphe neurons also respond to stimulation of both central and peripheral 
chemoreceptors in a manner that conforms to known chemosensitive changes in the discharge 
patterns of PRG, VRC and RTN neurons (Mulkey, Stornetta et al. 2004, Mulkey, Rosin et al. 
2007, Nattie and Li 2009). Initially, the raphe was identified as a chemoreceptive area using 
acetazolamide microinjections to produce focal acidification or reverse microdialysis of artificial 
cerebrospinal fluid in rats and goats (Hitzig, Perng et al. 1994, Bernard, Li et al. 1996, Nattie and 
Li 1996, Hilaire, Viemari et al. 2004, Nattie and Li 2012). Chemoreception in the raphe is 
mediated through serotonergic neurons sensitive to CO2/H+ concentrations (Richerson 1995, 
Ribas-Salgueiro, Gaytan et al. 2003, Richerson 2004, Ribas-Salgueiro, Gaytan et al. 2005, Nattie 
and Li 2012). Moreover, repetitive recurrent stimulation of peripheral chemoreceptors or raphe 
neurons is known to generate long-term facilitation of phrenic nerve amplitude and cycling 
frequency (Millhorn, Eldridge et al. 1980, Morris, Arata et al. 1996, Morris, Arata et al. 1996, 
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Mitchell, Baker et al. 2001). The faciliatory effect is not observed with repetitive recurrent 
stimulation of central chemoreceptors (Millhorn 1986). Based upon the anatomical evidence, it 
has been suggested that an accordant processing system exists between the PRG, VRC and the 
raphe (Gang, Mizuguchi et al. 1990, Bianchi, Denavit-Saubie et al. 1995). In a series of 
complementary functional network connectivity studies Nuding and collaborators showed that 
features observed in offset correlograms signify correlational linkage chains between the VRC, 
the dl-pons and the raphe nuclei (Nuding, Segers et al. 2009) confirming the hypothesis 
presented by Bianchi and colleagues and Gang and colleagues that an accordant “intermediate 
relay” exist between those brainstem regions. As well as that PRG and VRC neurons are 
connected to midline brainstem circuits in a manner suitable to affect physiological responses 
elicited by stimulation of both central and peripheral chemoreceptors (Nuding, Segers et al. 
2009).  
 Cranial Nerve Activity 
 Increases in phrenic nerve discharge activity, that originates from monosynaptic I-Aug 
bulbospinal projection in the rVRG and DRG, drives the major inspiratory muscles, i.e. the 
diaphragm and the external intercostal muscles, and signals the inspiratory phase of central 
respiration (Dobbins and Feldman 1994, Iscoe 1998, Guyenet, Sevigny et al. 2002). The 
hypoglossal nerve also shows respiratory modulation as it innervates and tonically activates the 
extrinsic, intrinsic, genioglossus, styloglossus and hyoglossus muscles of the tongue to maintain 
upper airway patency during breathing. During inspiration branches of the vagus, that 
innervate the intrinsic laryngeal muscles, also help to maintain upper airway patency by 
controlling the glottic aperture (Chan, Steenland et al. 2006, Bianchi and Gestreau 2009, Smith, 
Abdala et al. 2013). In early expiration the glottic aperture is narrowed by activation of the 
recurrent laryngeal nerve to restrict airflow out of the lungs and activity on the pharyngeal 
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branch of the vagus nerve constricts the pharynx (Chan, Steenland et al. 2006, Bianchi and 
Gestreau 2009, Smith, Abdala et al. 2013). During swallow the phrenic nerve discharges briefly 
creating a minor non-inspiratory diaphragmatic movement referred to as a phrenic-
breakthrough or Schluckatmung (Jodkowski and Berger 1988, Grelot, Milano et al. 1992, 
Gestreau, Milano et al. 1996). This non-inspiratory activity is coincident with swallow-related 
discharge activity on the hypoglossal nerve (Oku, Tanaka et al. 1994). Fictive swallowing, or 
activation of the motoneurons required for a basic pharyngeal swallow without muscle 
activation, invokes a "signature" activation pattern consisting of increased activity from the 
hypoglossal nerve preceding increased activity in the pharyngeal branch of the vagus nerve 
with a simultaneous decrease in the activity from the phrenic and lumbar nerves. (Amri, 
Lamkadem et al. 1991, Gestreau, Milano et al. 1996, Gestreau, Grelot et al. 2000, Roda, Gestreau 
et al. 2002). These discharge patterns can be used to characterize and identify fictive swallows in 
raw and integrated nerve activity recordings elicited during several swallowing protocols, 
including continuous electrical stimulation to apnea (Remmers, Richter et al. 1986, Dick, Oku et 
al. 1993, Gestreau, Grelot et al. 2000, Saito, Ezure et al. 2002).   
 
Swallow reconfiguration of the BRN  
 Activation of upper airway defensive reflexes such as cough or swallow require 
stimulation of laryngeal sensory afferents (Oku, Tanaka et al. 1994, Ootani, Umezaki et al. 1995). 
This afferent information is conveyed to the brainstem via the SLN or the glossopharyngeal 
nerve (GPN). Brief, electrical train stimulation (100 Hz) of the SLN produces inspiratory-to-
expiratory phase transition (Iscoe, Feldman et al. 1979). While continuous lower frequency 
stimulation produces cough (2-5,10 Hz), swallow (10-30 Hz) (Doty 1951, Miller and Loizzi 1974, 
Bolser 1991, Grelot, Milano et al. 1992, Oku, Tanaka et al. 1994, Gestreau, Milano et al. 1996, 
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Gestreau, Grelot et al. 2000) or sustained apnea (Remmers, Richter et al. 1986). It is more 
difficult to elicit the swallow reflex with electrical stimulation of GPN compared to SLN, 
although both are required for swallow initiation (Kitagawa, Shingai et al. 2002, Kitagawa, 
Nakagawa et al. 2009). Anatomic studies suggest that the intermediate and interstitial NTS 
subnuclei, that receive respiratory and non-respiratory SLN afferent feedback, are instrumental 
in the coordination of swallow with breathing (Ootani, Umezaki et al. 1995, Broussard and 
Altschuler 2000, Saito, Ezure et al. 2002).   Early, Late and Inhibited type swallowing-related 
neurons (SRNs) have been identified and their activity has been coordinated with the various 
swallow phases. Early SRNs are active during the pharyngeal phase of swallow, while late 
SRNs are active during the esophageal phase of swallow (Sugiyama, Shiba et al. 2011). It has 
been postulated that the inhibited SRNs function in the expression of other SLN-induced 
behaviors like coughing and vomiting (Saito, Ezure et al. 2002, Gestreau, Dutschmann et al. 
2005, Umezaki, Nakazawa et al. 2005); but a definitive role remains to be determined. SRNs also 
display modulated activity during respiration (Oku, Tanaka et al. 1994, Gestreau, Milano et al. 
1996, Saito, Ezure et al. 2002, Sugiyama, Shiba et al. 2011) indicating that these neurons are 
elements of both the respiratory and swallow CPGs. The swallow CPG (swCPG) located within 
the medulla is required for the proper execution of the pharyngeal phase of a voluntary 
swallow initiated within the cerebral cortex as well as elicited by peripheral afferent stimulation 
(Jean and Car 1979, Jean, Amri et al. 1983, Power, Fraser et al. 2006, Miller 2008). In animals with 
no neural tissue above the level of the pons and medulla the swCPG is sufficient to evoke the 
pharyngeal phase of swallow (Miller 1972, Miller 1972, Miller 2008). swCPG neurons are located 
in NTS as well as areas dorsomedial to the nucleus ambiguus (Kessler and Jean 1985, Ezure, 
Oku et al. 1993, Umezaki, Matsuse et al. 1998, Sugiyama, Shiba et al. 2011). The swCPG is 
further divided by function and anatomical location into the dorsal swallowing group (DSG) 
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and the ventral swallowing group (VSG) (Jean 2001). DSG neurons located in the NTS, are 
selectively activated throughout the pharyngeal and the esophageal phases of swallowing to 
provide the ordered sequence for pharyngo-esophageal synchronization (Jean 2001, Saito, Ezure 
et al. 2002, Saito, Ezure et al. 2003). VSG interneurons coordinate the activity of facial, ambiguus 
and hypoglossal nuclei during swallow (Amri and Car 1988, Ezure, Oku et al. 1993). VSG 
neurons located in the NA drive motoneurons that innervate the pharynx, larynx and 
esophagus. Reconfiguration to the expression of swallow motor output from respiratory motor 
outputs is determined by the information relayed from respiratory- linked DSG neurons to VRC 
neurons. DSG neurons that occupy an area neighboring and possibly coincident with DRG 
neurons (Berger 1977, Lipski and Merrill 1980, Long and Duffin 1986) mirrors the proximity 
between the trachea and the esophagus in the pharynx.  
 Computational models of the neural control centers in the medulla (Lindsey, Hernandez 
et al. 1992, Shannon, Baekey et al. 1998, Ertekin and Aydogdu 2003) predict that swallow 
evoking stimulation is relayed via SLN afferents that project to DSG neurons. DSG neurons use 
this information to generate the swallow pattern used by VSG neurons to alter upper airway 
muscles responsible for producing the swallow breathing pattern observed during 
reconfiguration of rCPG motor outputs. The swallow breathing pattern, that results during 
activation of the pharyngeal phase of swallowing, results in a transient loss of respiratory 
airflow (i.e., a swallow apnea) while the bolus flows through the oropharyngeal space and the 
respiratory rhythm is reset (Martin-Harris 2008, Paydarfar 2011). The swallow apnea observed 
during upper airway reconfiguration results from laryngeal elevation, adduction of the 
ventricular and vocal folds as well as inversion of the epiglottis over the laryngeal vestibule 
(Schultz, Perlman et al. 1994, Thexton, Crompton et al. 2007, Thexton, Crompton et al. 2009). 
Absent from many current computational models that predict changes in the distributed 
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medullary network during reconfiguration to express swallow is the effect of inspiratory related 
discharge activity from premotor bulbospinal and laryngeal motor neurons that occurs 
simultaneously at swallow initiation (Gestreau, Milano et al. 1996, Gestreau, Grelot et al. 2000). 
This omission is easily corrected in newer computational models that incorporate an inhibitory 
signal from the swCPG to VRC inspiratory neurons as the trigger that signals to initiate 
laryngeal adduction.  
  
Summary 
 Swallow and respiration share anatomical and muscular structures that require their 
functions to be highly coordinated. This coordination is determined through interactions of the 
swCPG and the rCPG located in the medulla (Dick, Oku et al. 1993, Oku, Tanaka et al. 1994, 
Bianchi, Denavit-Saubie et al. 1995, Gestreau, Milano et al. 1996, Gestreau, Grelot et al. 2000, 
Roda, Gestreau et al. 2002) to protect the lower airways from aspiration (Bosma 1957, Miller 
1982, Nishino 1993, Jean 2001). Clinical and animal studies consistently show the preferred 
interaction of swallow with breathing is at phase-transitions of the respiratory cycle: inspiration 
(I)-expiration (Exp), early Exp-late Exp, and Exp-I (Dick, Oku et al. 1993, Ono, Ishiwata et al. 
1998, Bonis, Neumueller et al. 2011). In healthy humans, swallow predominantly occurs at the 
early Exp-late Exp and I-Exp phase-transitions (Martin-Harris, Brodsky et al. 2005). Thus, the 
execution of a swallow is preceded and followed by expiratory airflow (Dick, Oku et al. 1993, 
Martin, Logemann et al. 1994, Paydarfar, Gilbert et al. 1995, Feroah, Forster et al. 2002, Wheeler 
Hegland, Huber et al. 2009, Bonis, Neumueller et al. 2011). A relationship thought to provide 
the maximum protection against pulmonary aspiration (Kijima, Isono et al. 1999, Yamamoto 
and Nishino 2002, Martin-Harris, Brodsky et al. 2003, Martin-Harris, Brodsky et al. 2005, Pitts, 
Rose et al. 2013). By contrast, swallows coupled to the Exp-I phase transition or during 
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inspiration present the highest risk for tracheal aspiration and are frequently encountered in 
patients with dysphagia (Terzi, Orlikowski et al. 2007, Terzi, Prigent et al. 2010, Nishino 2013). 
 Numerous studies show the modification to central respiratory output during swallow 
execution (Paydarfar, Gilbert et al. 1995, Kijima, Isono et al. 2000, Saito, Ezure et al. 2002, Bonis, 
Neumueller et al. 2011). A momentary cessation in respiration, or “swallow apnea”, as well as a 
reset of the respiratory rhythm upon completion of swallow likely reflect the central processes 
and the integration of peripheral inputs required for proper swallow-breathing coordination. 
Furthermore, manipulation of pulmonary stretch receptor (PSR) feedback through continuous 
application of positive airway pressure (Nishino, Sugimori et al. 1989, Samson, St-Hilaire et al. 
2005), augmentation of lung inflation (Kijima, Isono et al. 2000), respiratory loading (Kijima, 
Isono et al. 1999), removal of phasic lung inflation (Sai, Isono et al. 2004), hypercapnic 
ventilation (Nishino, Hasegawa et al. 1998) or changes in the respiratory rate (Yamamoto and 
Nishino 2002) redistributes swallow-breathing coordination and reduces the rate of reflex 
swallow expression, suggesting the involvement of a vagal reflex.  During spontaneous 
breathing, lower airway feedback is synchronous with central inspiratory output. In paralyzed 
and artificially ventilated animals the phrenic-driven ventilation mode can conserve this 
synchrony, or the free-run ventilation can modify this relationship. Therefore, we used both 
modes of mechanical ventilation to investigate the contribution of isolated lower airway 
feedback in swallow-breathing coordination to test the hypothesis that swallow initiation is 
independently governed by both a centrally- and peripherally-mediated “swallow gate”, 
comprised of central inspiration and lower airway feedback, respectively.  
 Multiple forms of plasticity observed from respiratory motor outputs (Dick and Coles 
2000, Mitchell and Johnson 2003, Morris, Baekey et al. 2003) may originate from respiratory 
neurons that also contribute to the expression of non-respiratory behaviors such as cough 
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and/or swallow. It is possible that similar forms of plasticity could be observed from swallow 
motor outputs during repetitive swallowing produced by the medullary circuitry. The 
execution of these distinct protective reflexes most likely builds upon the repurposing of shared 
elements of the rCPG, i.e. reconfiguration, rather than “de novo” activation of discrete CPGs 
(Gestreau, Milano et al. 1996, Shannon, Baekey et al. 1998, Bolser, Poliacek et al. 2006). 
Therefore, we tested the hypothesis that increases in the motor outputs of the swallow CPG 
would reveal plasticity within the brainstem circuitry generating swallowing. 
 The specific aims for this document are 1) to determine the role of PSRs afferent activity 
vs. central respiratory output in the coordination of fictive swallow with breathing and 2) to 
determine the potential of the brainstem swallow CPG circuitry to exhibit plasticity during 
sustained fictive swallow-inducing stimulation. These two aims were used to test the 
hypotheses that swallow initiation is independently governed by both a centrally- and 
peripherally-mediated “swallow gate” and that the swallow CPG is subject to plasticity as 
evidenced by increases in the motor outputs of the brainstem circuitry generating swallowing. 
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CHAPTER TWO: 
METHODS 
 All experiments reported in this document complied with all Association for 
Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care International (AAALAC), National 
Institutes of Health, and National Research Council guidelines and were conducted according 
to University of South Florida’s Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee approved 
protocols.  
Surgical Protocol 
 Data were obtained from 7 adult cats (3.1–5.8 kg) of either sex, that were part of a larger 
dataset examining brainstem functional connectivity, using methods described by Morris and 
colleagues (Morris, Nuding et al. 2010, Ott, Nuding et al. 2012). A bilateral thoracotomy 
(pneumothorax) was performed on 2 of 7 animals. Before starting surgery atropine (0.54 mg/kg 
i.m.) and diphenhydramine hydrochloride (1.8 mg/kg i.v.) were injected to reduce mucus 
secretion in the airways. A Dexamethasone infusion (initial bolus 2.0 mg/kg; maintenance 4.5 
mg·kg-1·h-1 i.v.) was used to prevent hypotension and to minimize brain stem swelling. 
Isoflurane anesthesia (5.0% induction; 1.0-3.0% maintenance) was mixed with medical grade air 
(21% O2-Balance N2-Airgas) was used until completion of the decerebration procedure. After 
decerebration, the isoflurane concentration was gradually reduced to zero. 
 After induction, the trachea was intubated, and the femoral arteries and veins were 
cannulated to aid in intravenous administration of drugs and fluids and for monitoring of 
arterial blood pressure. Arterial blood was collected periodically and analyzed for PO2, PCO2, pH, 
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and HCO3‾ concentrations. To correct metabolic acidosis a solution of sodium bicarbonate 
(8.4%) was infused, as needed. To maintain a mean blood pressure of at least 75 mmHg 
solutions of 5% Dextran or 6% Hetastarch in half-normal saline (0.45%), 0.04–0.1% dopamine, 
and 0.075– 0.3 mg/ml phenylephrine in lactated Ringer solution were given intravenously as 
needed.  
 Both external carotid arteries were ligated caudal to the lingual artery branch to reduce 
bleeding during and following the decerebration process. An occipital craniotomy, removal of 
neural tissue above the level of the midbrain by suction, and a midcollicular transection (Kirsten 
and St. John 1978) were performed as part of the decerebration process. Prior to the 
midcollicular transection, the neuromuscular blocker vecuronium bromide or pancuronium 
bromide (initial bolus 0.1 mg/kg; continuous infusion 0.2 mg·kg-1·h-1 i.v.) was given to ensure 
paralysis of the animals. For data collected from these animals for the larger dataset the 
brainstem was exposed, the pia mater removed, and arrays of tungsten microelectrodes were 
inserted into the brainstem for measurement of neuron extracellular potentials. 
 After, all experimental protocols were performed, an overdose of Euthasol (85mg/kg, 
i.v.) or sodium thiopental (20mg/kg, i.v.) followed by potassium chloride (i.v.) was 
administered. Cardiac and respiratory activities were monitored until cessation.  
 Nerve Isolation and Recording 
 The right hypoglossal (XII), left phrenic (Phr), left lumbar iliohypogastric (Lum) and 
right vagus (X) nerves were isolated from surrounding tissue and desheathed. In two of the 
cats, the right recurrent laryngeal nerve (RLN) was used instead of the X nerve, otherwise the X 
nerve and RLN were handled identically. Efferent nerve activity was recorded and monitored 
from the X/RLN nerve, Lum nerve, and XII nerve. Each nerve was placed in coiled or hooked 
bipolar silver electrodes, covered with a mineral oil and petroleum jelly “slurry” before being 
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wrapped in parafilm. The Phr nerve was sectioned, recorded in place in a pool of mineral oil in 
a neck pocket, on coiled or hooked bipolar silver electrodes. All nerve activity was full-wave 
rectified, amplified, RC integrated (τ=200-500 ms) and low-pass filtered. Changes in the 
integrated discharge activity from each nerve was used to discern the effectiveness of each 
applied stimulus. Stimulus responses, arterial blood pressure, tracheal pressure (TP), end tidal 
CO2, and integrated nerve activity were monitored during experimentation using a Grass 
polygraph. The same information was digitally recorded (16-bit, 25 kHz per channel) onto a 
hard disk drive and analyzed later off-line. 
 Applied Stimulations 
 Fictive swallowing was evoked by electrical stimulation of superior laryngeal nerves 
(SLN) and water injection (Water) into the mouth in each animal. SLN and Water were 
presented at random during the central respiratory cycle and/or the mechanical ventilation 
cycle. Fictive swallows were identified by a simultaneous decrease in Phr and X/RLN nerve 
discharge activities combined with an increase in XII discharge activity. Approximately 134 ms 
following the increase in XII discharge activity the X/RLN nerve activity increased. The bell-
shaped discharge patterns and the sequential relationship of the XII and X/RLN were used to 
characterize and identify fictive swallows in the raw and integrated nerve recordings.  
  Electrical 
 Both left and right SLN were isolated, individually connected to a silver bipolar 
electrode, covered with the mineral oil and petroleum jelly “slurry” or a pledget soaked in 
mineral oil, until the nerve was used for electrical stimulation (pulse duration, 0.25 ms; 
frequency, 5–20 Hz, Voltage 2.6-4.0V, 33.3-51.5 µA, train duration 2-120 s). Of note, there was 
not a consistent period in the respiratory cycle when SLN stimulation failed to produce fictive 
swallowing. 
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  Water 
 Distilled water (5-25 mL) was injected using a luer-lok syringe with 1 m of polyethylene 
tubing attached. The distal tip of the tubing was advanced into the mouth of each animal until it 
entered the upper pharyngeal cavity. The tubing was secured in place by 6-inch strips of 
umbilical tape that were tied to either canine in the lower jaw. The water bolus drained away 
from the pharynx through the opening in the trachea created during the cannulation procedure 
following the bolus presentation. The tracheal cannula also prevented the water bolus from 
advancing further into the lower airways. The use of a neuromuscular blocking agent prevented 
the animals from physically swallowing the water bolus. A minimum of three water injection 
trials were performed with an inter-trial interval of at least 2 min. The polyethylene tube was 
placed into the mouth of the animal at the begin of the experiment and it remained in place 
until it was removed following completion of all experimental protocols. 
 Ventilation Mode Protocol 
 Two modes of mechanical ventilation were used in this protocol (Figure 1 &2).  The first 
mode of ventilation was triggered by and left in synchrony with central inspiratory output 
(Figs. 1&2 left column, phrenic-driven mode, PD). The second mode of ventilation was set 
independent from central inspiratory output (Figs. 1&2 right column, free-run mode, FR). When 
animals were in FR ventilation mode the respiratory rate was set at 30 breaths per minute and 
the arterial PCO2 was maintained at 30 ± .5 mmHg by adjustment of the gas flow rate. 
 Data Analysis and Statistics 
 During off-line analysis measurements of swallow motor output were marked and 
coded using integrated activities of the Phr, X/RLN and XII nerves. Swallow motor output 
measurements included time to peak of nerve discharge activity (T2P), total duration of 
discharge activity (DUR), peak amplitude of the nerve discharge (Amp), and the area under the 
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curve (AUC) during each discharge burst. The XII and X/RLN nerves were analyzed for any 
changes in the relative delay between their start (Delay XII-RLN) and peak (Peaks XII-RLN) 
discharge activity. The swallow duration was defined by the interval between the start of XII 
nerve burst activity and the end of X/RLN nerve burst activity. When the end of X/RLN nerve 
burst activity was observed to the end before the end of XII nerve activity then the swallow 
duration was defined as the interval between the start and the end of XII nerve burst activity. 
The experimental recording from each animal was divided into sections according to each 
stimulation-ventilation combination used and measurements of swallow motor output were 
marked in each individual section.  Local control values, in each individual section, were pooled 
and averaged from the 20 respiratory (Phr trace) and ventilatory (TP trace) cycles that prior to 
stimulus presentation. The control periods were used to assess any swallow related changes in 
respiratory and ventilatory function. The overlap between inspiration for every control 
respiratory cycle with any concurrent control lung inflation(s) for both modes of ventilation was 
computed and evaluated to determine the relationship between central inspiratory output and 
lower airway feedback during PD and FR (Figure 3). The calculated overlap value was divided 
by the duration of inspiration or lung inflation to express the amount of time the overlap 
coincided with central inspiratory output or lung inflation across ventilation modes. This 
percent overlap with inspiration of inflation was compared using paired T-tests. 
 A comparison between the durations of the respiratory and ventilatory cycles for each 
ventilation mode was made using paired T-tests. A one-way ANOVA analysis was performed 
on the mean duration of nerve discharge data collected from all swallows across conditions. A 
3-way ANOVA (with Bonferroni corrections) was used to compare changes in the duration of 
the respiratory swallow cycle and its inspiratory and expiratory components across conditions. 
Changes to the central inspiratory activity caused by post-inspiratory swallows was analyzed 
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by linear regression analysis. A One-way repeated measures ANOVA (with Dunnett’s 
comparison) was performed to assess changes in swallow motor output of repetitive swallows. 
A Chi Square test of independence was used to assess changes in the relationship between 
swallow-breathing and swallow type. A Chi Square test of independence was also used to 
assess changes in the relationship between repetitive swallows and the ventilation cycle. Data 
presented are expressed as mean values ± SD averaged across animals represented in each 
stimulus-ventilation group. All analyses were performed in the program SPSS Statistics version 
23 (IBM, Armonk, NY) and values were considered significant when P<0.05. 
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CHAPTER THREE: 
RESULTS 
Patterns of Breathing and Mechanical Ventilation in Control Periods 
 The integrated phrenic activity (Phr) was used to calculate control respiratory cycle 
(Resp-Cycle) values and the activity recorded from the tracheal pressure signal (TP) was used to 
calculate control ventilatory cycles (Vent Cycle) values. Resp Cycle and Vent Cycle durations 
were averaged and compared between phrenic-driven (PD) and free-run (FR) modes of 
ventilation. No significant difference was observed in either parameter for each ventilation 
mode (Table 1). Next, the mean percent overlap of the Phr duration associated with lung 
inflation according to mode of ventilation was compared across ventilation modes and no 
significant difference in the synchrony between central inspiratory output and vagal feedback 
was observed. However, the inverse relationship between the duration of lung inflation and the 
associated Phr duration was significantly lower in FR (Table 1). Therefore, the relationship 
between central inspiratory output and vagal feedback was altered by the two modes of 
ventilation altered mostly in the expiratory phase.  
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Figure 1: Patterns of control respiratory and ventilatory motor activity during Phrenic driven or 
Free run ventilation (recordings 1-5). Integrated raw nerve activity from Phrenic (Phr), 
hypoglossal (XII), vagus (X) and digitized trachea pressure (TP) traces during the two modes of 
ventilation. Depiction of the differences in the relationship between the Phr and TP traces 
recorded during control ventilation from the first four animal recordings.  
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Figure 2: Patterns of control respiratory and ventilatory motor activity during Phrenic driven or 
Free run ventilation (recordings 6-10). Integrated raw nerve activity from Phrenic (Phr), 
hypoglossal (XII), vagus (X) and digitized trachea pressure (TP) traces during the two modes of 
ventilation. Depiction of the differences in the relationship between the Phr and TP traces 
recorded during control ventilation from the final three animal recordings.  
 
 A significant delay (mean duration: 458 ± 140 ms) was observed between the end of the 
inspiratory phase (Phr peak) and the end of lung inflation (TP peak) in PD. Mainly, due to the 
thresholding process used to trigger the ventilation pump in PD. Despite, this delay introduced 
by partial non-overlaps between the Phr activity and the TP trace the PD mode of ventilation 
produced the highest overlap (69%) measured between the two signals across conditions (Table 
1).  
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Figure 3: Examples of the different patterns of control respiratory and ventilatory motor activity 
during overlap calculation in both ventilation modes. The overlap was calculated from the 
inspiratory portion (Insp) (Phrstart - Phrend) of every control respiratory cycle against the lung 
inflation (LI) (TPstart – TPend) of concurrent control ventilation cycle(s) in PD (A) and FR (B–D). 
The potential concurrent relationships between Insp and LI were calculated from: green dashed 
lines = overlap calculated when Insp starts and finishes before concurrent LI; red dashed lines = 
overlap calculated when concurrent LI occurs within Insp; light blue dashed lines = overlap 
calculated when Insp occurs without concurrent LI; orange dashed lines = overlap calculated 
when Insp is contained within concurrent LI; yellow dashed lines = overlap calculated when 
concurrent LI starts and finishes Insp; dark blue dashed lines = overlap calculated when LI 
occurs without Insp. 
 
 
Patterns of Cranial Nerve Activities in Swallowing: General Features  
 Individual or repetitive occurrences of the pharyngeal phase of fictive swallowing, 
herein referred to as swallows (n=807), were evoked by either electrical stimulation of the 
superior laryngeal nerve (SLN) or water injection in the pharyngeal cavity (Water) in both PD 
and FR. Table 2 reports the number of individual and repetitive swallows evoked by each 
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stimulation type as well as during each mode of ventilation. Bell-shaped discharge patterns on 
the XII and X/RLN were used to characterize and identify swallows.   
 Representative examples (Figure 4) of nerve discharge patterns recorded during 
breathing and swallowing in the various conditions illustrates the two swallow types observed 
and detailed in the following paragraph. Swallow initiation (arrows in Figure 4) corresponded 
to the onset of XII nerve discharge activity, that always preceded the onset of X/RLN nerve 
discharge activity. The delay between these two cranial nerves reflects the sequential motor 
output to tongue muscles and laryngeal adductors during a swallow. The mean duration of this 
delay (134 ± 46 ms) was computed using all swallows and it was similar across conditions 
[F(3,34) = 1.82, p = 0.16]. Also, the mean durations of XII and X/RLN discharge patterns were 
771 ± 258 and 771 ± 222 ms, respectively, and the mean duration of the swallow motor sequence 
was 905 ± 249 ms. No difference in the discharge patterns of these parameters were found 
across conditions [F(3,34) = 1.35, p = 0.28, for XII; F(3,34) = 2.36, p = 0.09; for X/RLN; F(3,34) = 
2.47, p = 0.08, for swallow motor sequence]. However, significant differences in the discharge 
pattern durations of the cranial nerves produced during repetitive swallowing within the SLN-
FR condition were observed (see facilitation of swallowing motor output below). 
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Figure 4: Patterns of motor activities and artificial ventilation during breathing and swallowing 
in the various conditions in one animal. In each panel motor activity was integrated from raw 
Phrenic (Phr), hypoglossal (XII) and vagus (X) nerve activities, as shown in AB. The trachea 
pressure (TP) during (A-D) phrenic driven (PD) and (E-H) free-run (FR) ventilation modes were 
digitized as well. Single swallows were identified by non-respiratory bursts on (XII) and (X) 
nerves during electrical stimulation of the superior laryngeal nerve (SLN, left column) or 
pharyngeal water injection (Water, right column). Swallows were classified according to timing 
of occurrence with respect to peak phrenic activity. Post-inspiratory (Post-I) swallows (AB, EF) 
occurred after the peak of a preceding Phr activity and before the end of its decrementing 
activity. Expiratory (Exp) swallows (CD, GH) occurred after completion of the decrementing 
post-inspiratory Phr burst. Swallows were associated with a small non-inspiratory Phr burst, i.e. 
a Schluckatmung (S). The S was visible and separate from preceding inspiratory-related Phr 
activity (indicated by black dashed line) during Exp swallows (CD, GH), but during Post-I 
swallows (AB, EF) the S often appeared merged with the preceding inspiratory-related Phr 
activity. The duration of the Post-I respiratory-swallow cycle (N) was shorter, whereas, the Exp 
N was longer compared to preceding control respiratory cycles (N-1). 
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Figure 5: Swallowing and its relationship to the central respiratory cycle across conditions. 
Histograms show single swallow occurrences from all animals within normalized respiratory-
swallow cycles. Both the inspiratory and expiratory phases are represented as percentiles (0 – 
100%). The gray line represents a control phrenic envelope that represents the inspiratory 
portion of the central respiratory activity. None of the swallows occurred in mid-inspiration. 
The number of single swallows analyzed per condition are represented in the boxes on each 
individual histogram. Abbreviations: SLN, electrical stimulation of the superior laryngeal nerves; 
Water, pharyngeal injection of water; PD:  phrenic-driven mode of ventilation; FR, free-run 
mode of ventilation. 
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Table 1  
A comparison of control respiratory and ventilatory parameters from all animals. (mean ± SD)  
  
 PD FR (n) p-value 
Resp Cycle (ms) 2329 ± 590 2730 ± 927 10 0.145 
Vent Cycle (ms) 2319 ± 578 2046 ± 63 10 0.179 
Overlap with inspiration (%)    69 ± 10 60 ± 11 10 0.126 
Overlap with inflation (%)***  60 ± 5 42 ± 9 10 0.001 
*** p<0.001 
Resp Cycle = average duration of control respiratory cycles; Vent Cycle = average duration of 
control ventilatory cycles; Overlap = duration of coincident lung inflation(s) with control 
inspiration of single Resp Cycle. 
 
Table 2         
The number and type of fictive swallows elicited by each stimulation-ventilation condition from 
all animals. 
 
  SLN-PD SLN-FR Water-PD Water-FR Total 
single swallows (n=) 173 128 45 32 378 
repetitive swallows (n=) 57 357 9 6 429 
swallows per condition (n=) 230 485 54 38 807 
 
 
Swallowing and its Relationship to the Central Respiratory Cycle Across Conditions 
 Types of Swallows and Patterns of Spinal Nerve Activities 
 A phase-relationship analyses between breathing and swallowing was performed using 
individual swallows (n=378) initiated within a respiratory cycle in SLN-PD, SLN-FR, Water-PD 
and Water-FR (Table 2). The respiratory cycles that contained a swallow were referred to as 
respiratory-swallow (Resp-Sw) cycles. Swallows were classified according to their timing of 
initiation within the Resp-Sw cycle. Shown in Figure 5 is an illustration of the types of swallows 
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evoked in the four conditions mentioned above as well as their swallow-breathing relationship. 
Swallow initiation was never observed in the middle of ongoing-inspiration that was followed 
by resumption of inspiratory-related Phr discharge pattern activity. Therefore, we only used 
two types of swallows for classification; the post-inspiratory (Post-I) and the expiratory (Exp) 
types. The Post-I type swallows includes individual swallows that initiated after the peak of 
preceding inspiratory Phr activity and before the end of the decrementing post-inspiratory 
activity of the preceding Phr.  
 An interruption of the inspiratory phase of the preceding phrenic activity (Figure 4 A, B, 
E, F) was not required for a swallow to be classified as a Post-I type. Exp type swallows includes 
individual swallows that initiated following full completion of the decrementing post-
inspiratory activity of the preceding Phr (Figure 4 C, D, G, H). Both Post-I and Exp swallows 
were associated with a variable (usually small) Phr burst also known as phrenic-breakthrough 
or Schluckatmung (S in Figure 4) (Jodkowski and Berger 1988, Grelot, Milano et al. 1992, 
Gestreau, Milano et al. 1996). The occurrence of a Schluckatmung burst always coincided with 
swallow initiation, i.e. in phase with the swallow-related XII nerve activity. The Schluckatmung 
discharge pattern is noticeably distinct and clearly identifiable from the inspiratory-related Phr 
activity (Figure 4 C, D, G, H) in Exp type swallows. For Post-I type swallows, the 
Schluckatmung discharge pattern was merged with the preceding inspiratory-related Phr 
activity even though an additional waveform was observed following peak Phr activity that 
resulted in a small indentation on the Phr envelope (Figure 4 A, B,E, F). The Schluckatmung 
discharge pattern activity was excluded from the computation of inspiratory-related Phr 
duration and amplitude. Moreover, no analysis was attempted to study this activity across 
conditions. 
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Figure 6: Single post-inspiratory (Post-I) and expiratory (Exp) swallows exert distinct effects on 
respiratory-swallow (Resp-Sw) cycle duration across conditions. The inspiratory and expiratory 
portions of the Resp-Sw cycle from all animals were normalized and compared to values 
obtained during control respiratory cycles across all conditions. The inspiratory phase 
preceding Post-I swallow was reduced, and the expiratory phase associated with Exp swallows 
was increased across conditions. Abbreviations: SLN, electrical stimulation of the superior 
laryngeal nerves; Water, pharyngeal injection of water; PD:  phrenic-driven mode of ventilation; 
FR, free-run mode of ventilation. Open circles and triangles represent mean ± SD of Post-I and 
Exp swallows. 
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 Changes in Swallow-Breathing Relationship 
 The distribution of Post-I and Exp swallows was compared using a stimulation type 
layered 2x2 cross-tabulation Chi Square Test of Independence analysis (Table 3). In both 
stimulation type layers, the analysis showed a significant association between an increase in the 
occurrence of Post-I type swallows and the FR ventilation mode. Additionally, the analysis 
showed a significant association between an increase in the number of Exp type swallows and 
the PD ventilation mode. Overall, the strength of these associations was weak in both layers. 
Table 3 also details the strength of association analysis in more detail. 
 
Table 3         
2x2 Chi Square Test of Independence contingency table analysis of the ventilation mode 
preference for both swallow types observed across stimulation conditions from all animals. 
     
 Post-Inspiration Expiration Total Sw      
 N % N % N 
PD 125 57% 93 43% 218 
      ***      
FR 121 76% 39 24% 160 
***χ2(1) = 13.576, p≤0.001    
 
 
 Post-Inspiration and Expiration Type Swallows Exert Opposite Effects on Respiratory 
Rhythm  
 The Resp-Sw cycle of each swallow was normalized to control and the normalized 
components were averaged according to swallow type, stimulation type, and mode of 
ventilation (Figure 6). Then a 3-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to compare the 
effects of the two swallow types on the entire Resp-Sw cycle, the expiratory and inspiratory 
components, and the amplitude of the integrated Phr activity on the associated Resp-Sw cycle 
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(Table 4). All parameters differed significantly across conditions. A main effect of ventilation 
mode or stimulation type was not found, however the main effect for type of swallow was 
highly significant across conditions (Table 4). Post hoc comparisons show that the overall Resp-
Sw cycle associated with Post-I type swallows was significantly shorter than that of Exp type 
swallows. The difference was due to a significant reduction in the duration of the inspiratory 
phase of the Phr preceding Post-I type swallows (~47% of control), and a significant increase in 
the duration of the expiratory phase (~192%) associated with Exp type swallows. Moreover, the 
amplitude of the preceding Phr burst duration associated with Post-I type swallows was 
significantly reduced (~60%) compared to the preceding Phr burst duration associated with Exp 
type swallows (~98%). Consequently, the two swallow types produced contrary effects on the 
swallow- related resetting of respiratory rhythm. 
 
Alteration of Central Inspiratory Activity by Post-Inspiratory Swallows 
 The relationship between the duration and the amplitude of the inspiratory phase 
preceding an individual Post-I type swallow was analyzed by simple linear regression across 
conditions because of the significant reduction in central inspiratory activity. Since, the 
averaged central inspiratory activity that preceded Exp type swallows did not differ across 
conditions simple linear regression analysis of the relationship between the components of the 
preceding inspiratory phase was not conducted. In both ventilation modes receiving electrical 
stimulation of SLN the regression analysis showed a broad spectrum of potential preceding 
inspiratory drives prior to the execution of Post-I type swallows. The range of inspiratory drives 
included mostly reduced (~20%) to almost complete (~90%) preceding Phr burst activity 
durations (Figure 7). The SLN-PD (0.77) and SLN-FR (0.61) regression equation coefficients 
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(Figure 7) reveal that the changes in the duration and the amplitude of the preceding Phr burst 
activity were almost equal in electrically induced Post-I type swallows.  
 A broad range of potential preceding inspiratory drive durations (range from ~10%-
110% of control Phr burst activity) were also associated with Water induced Post-I type 
swallows but, the regression equation coefficients of the preceding Phr burst activity for Water-
PD (0.19) and Water-FR (0.24) swallows show a smaller reduction in the change in the duration 
and amplitude of the preceding Phr burst activity. Collectively, the results indicate that Post-I 
type swallows interact with, and can disturb, the inspiratory portion of the Resp-Sw cycle. By 
contrast, Exp type swallows show less interaction with the inspiratory portion of the Resp-Sw 
cycle. 
 
Respiratory Phase Resetting and Plasticity of Swallowing Motor Output During Rhythmic 
Swallowing 
 SLN stimulation was applied for extended periods of time (≥20s) at 10-20 Hz to induce 
apnea as well as repetitive swallowing in cats ventilated in FR mode. When inspiratory-related 
Phr burst activity was absent the production of repetitive swallows produced characteristic 
oscillations in the integrated nerve trace activity of the spinal and cranial nerves that were 
associated with recurring oscillations in the activity of the iliohypogastric lumbar nerve (Lum) 
(stars in Figure 8A). To better indicate the relationship between repetitive swallow bursts and 
late-expiratory Lum nerve burst activity (Figure 8B) swallow initiation markers were used to 
average the nerve signals recorded during this condition. In Figure 8 a distinct relationship can 
be observed between increased burst activity of the Lum nerve preceding and following XII 
nerve burst activity. And, during XII nerve burst activity the Lum nerve burst activity was 
decreased suggesting that the late expiratory (E2) phase is reset during repetitive swallowing.  
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Figure 7: Changes in inspiratory drive preceding single swallows across conditions. For all 
conditions (SLN-PD, SLN-FR, Water-PD, Water-FR), the plots represent changes in the phrenic 
nerve (Phr) duration and amplitude preceding each swallow measured during the respiratory-
swallow cycles from all animals. Phr parameters measured during swallow were normalized to 
control respiratory cycle values. The inspiratory drive associated with post-inspiratory 
swallows (gray circles) was reduced, whereas no obvious change was observed with expiratory 
swallows (gray triangles). Open circles and triangles represent mean ± SD of Post-I and Exp 
swallows. Simple linear regression analysis, applied to post-inspiratory data, shows a 
concomitant decrease in the preceding Phr duration and amplitude. The regression coefficients 
confirm that the decrease was stronger in the SLN-PD (R=0.77) and SLN-FR (R=0.61) conditions 
than in the Water-PD (R=0.19) and Water-FR (0.24), conditions. 
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 The first 7-10 swallows observed as part of a series of repetitive swallows elicited in the 
absence of inspiratory activity were further examined to determine if swallow motor output 
could change under apneic conditions. The nerve activities from 153 of 357 of the repetitive 
swallows observed during apnea were averaged for each individual animal recording session 
and then evaluated for changes in motor output. A significant main effect of swallow position 
within a series on swallow duration was revealed by one-way repeated measures ANOVA 
analysis [F(9,45)=3.91, p=0.001; Figure 9]. The observed increase in swallow duration was due to 
an increase in X/RLN nerve burst duration [F(9,45)=4.58, p=0.001], and XII burst durations 
[F(9,45)=4.44, p=0.001]. The peak amplitude, delay between the starts/peaks of the XII and 
X/RLN bursts, area under the curve and the time to peak burst activity parameters did not 
differ significantly (data not shown). Thus, the observed change, or facilitation, of swallowing 
motor output was attributed to an increase in nerve burst activity duration rather than a change 
in the amplitude of nerve burst activity. 
 
Swallowing and its Relationship to the Ventilatory Cycle 
 For many repetitive swallows evoked during continuous stimulation of SLN to produce 
apnea (FR mode), such as the event depicted in Figure 8A, the phase preference for initiation is 
after lung inflation, i.e. in the lung deflation phase (gray dashed lines, Figure 8A). Of interest, 
the Vent cycle appears to have shifted the occurrence of some repetitive swallows to the 
deflation phase of the next Vent cycle (upward arrows, Figure 8A) suggesting that pulmonary 
afferent feedback can induce a resetting of swallowing occurrence.  
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Figure 8: Patterns of integrated nerve activities during repetitive swallowing under apnea in 
one animal. In the SLN-FR condition long periods (≥20s) of SLN stimulation were used to 
trigger repetitive swallowing and a central apnea. (A) Characteristic oscillations of spinal and 
cranial nerves observed before, during and after repetitive swallowing, show rhythmic 
alterations on the recurrent laryngeal (RLN) and the lumbar (Lum; stars) nerves during central 
apnea. Gray dashed lines indicate that each swallow was induced in the lung deflation phase. 
The upward arrows point to inflation phases producing a shift in swallow initiation to the 
deflation phase of the next ventilation cycle. (B) Averaged nerve activities during the repetitive 
swallows elicited above under central apnea, depicting the physiological delay between the 
starts of the swallowing-related hypoglossal (XII) and RLN bursts. The gray dashed line 
corresponds to the beginning of the swallow-related XII burst. The Lum activity is increased 
both before and after swallowing, whereas Lum activity is decreased during swallowing.  
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All single and repetitive swallows evoked by electrical stimulation of SLN in the FR 
mode were normalized within the SLN-FR Vent cycle (Figure 10) and the distribution of their 
swallow initiations were plotted and compared. A 2x2 cross-tabulation Chi Square Test of 
Independence phase preference for swallow initiation comparison between all single and 
repetitive swallows (Table 5) showed that the presence of central respiratory activity (single 
swallows) resulted in both the inflation and deflation phase of the Vent cycle being similarly 
permissive to swallow initiation (49% vs 51%). By contrast when central respiratory activity was 
absent (repetitive swallows) the inflation phase was less permissive to swallow initiation than 
the deflation phase (40% vs 60%). Overall, swallows evoked under either condition trended 
towards a deflation phase preference (χ2(1) = 3.24, p=0.072). Less swallow initiations were 
observed in the latter half of the inflation phase and in the early half of the deflation phase of 
the Vent Cycle in both repetitive and single swallows (Figure 10). To better understand this 
observation, we sub-divided both phases of the Vent cycle in to Early-half and Late-half phases 
and then number of swallow initiations within each half phase were recomputed in a 2x2 cross-
tabulation Chi Square Test of Independence phase preference comparison for swallow 
initiations within each respective condition (Table.5). The observation of less swallow initiations 
occurring from the Late-half phase of inflation through the Early-half phase of deflation was 
confirmed in both single (χ2(1) = 5.25, p=0.022) and repetitive (χ2(1) = 44.15, p<0.001) swallow 
conditions. A stronger reduction in swallow initiation numbers was associated with repetitive 
swallows (φc = 0.352, p<0. 001) than single swallows (φc = 0.203, p=0. 022) across these half 
phases. Collectively, these data suggest that a peripheral swallow gating exists that is mediated 
by increasing levels of lower airway afferent feedback associated with mechanical inflation of 
the lungs that may negatively modulate the timing of swallow initiation. 
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Table 4 
3-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) comparing the components of the respiratory swallow cycle (Resp-Sw Cycle) from all animals 
across conditions.   
 
  
Resp-Sw Cycle 
Inspiratory Phase Expiratory Phase Phr Amplitude  
   of Resp-Sw Cycle  of Resp-Sw Cycle of Resp-Sw Cycle 
 
 
Post-I-Sw Exp-Sw  Post-I-Sw Exp-Sw Post-I-Sw Exp-Sw Post-I-Sw Exp-Sw  
*** 
 
*** 
 
*** 
 
*** 
 
SLN 
PD 81.7 ± 17 159.2 ± 21.4 45.6 ± 11.9 99.1 ± 24.9 103.2 ± 27.3 198.2 ± 28 58.0 ± 19.4 99.0 ± 18.9 
(n=6) (n=5) (n=6) (n=5) (n=6) (n=5) (n=6) (n=5) 
         
 ***  ***  ***  *** 
 
FR 
85.6 ± 10.8 168.5 ± 14.1 47.3 ± 0.8 104.7 ± 27.7 110.3 ± 17.9 204.1 ± 14 51.9 ± 7.8 95.4 ± 9.2 
(n=3) (n=6) (n=3) (n=6) (n=3) (n=6) (n=3) (n=6) 
          
  *** 
 
*** 
 
*** 
 
*** 
 
Water 
PD 
82.3 ± 21.3 144.8 ± 16.2 52.0 ± 14.7 103.2 ± 7.5 100.7 ± 27.8 170.7 ± 23.7 62.5 ± 10.3 102.1 ± 4.9 
(n=5) (n=4) (n=5) (n=4) (n=5) (n=4) (n=5) (n=4) 
         
 *** 
 
*** 
 
*** 
 
*** 
 
FR 
81.4 ± 11.2 151.4 ± 33.5 38.4 ± 20.3 85.3 ± 26 110.1 ± 21.3 190.8 ± 37.7 70.5 ± 4.3 92.4 ± 11.2 
(n=2) (n=3) (n=2) (n=3) (n=2) (n=3) (n=2) (n=3) 
Overall ANOVA F=18.01; p<0.001 F=9.29; p<0.001 F=13.83; p<0.001 F=9.71; p<0.001 
Main 
Effect 
Sw Type F=104.78; p<0.001 F=55.19; p<0.001 F=77.27; p<0.001 F=53.67; p<0.001 
Ventilation F=0.44; p=0.513 F=0.747; p=0.396 F=1.20; p=0.284 F=0.324; p=0.574 
Stimulation F=1.51; p=0.231 F=0.392; p=0.537 F=1.27; p=0.270 F=1.358; p=0.255 
F, F-value; p, significance. Significance code: *** p<0.001 
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Figure 9: Facilitation of swallowing motor output during repetitive swallows induced by 
continuous SLN stimulation during apnea in free-run (FR) mode of ventilation. Series of 7-10 
consecutive swallows were obtained from all animals, and the duration of integrated 
hypoglossal (XII) and recurrent laryngeal (RLN) nerve activities were averaged. The swallow 
duration, defined as the time interval between the beginning of the XII burst and the end of the 
RLN burst or the duration of the XII burst when it continued after the end of the RLN burst, 
was also calculated. A one-way ANOVA with repeated measures revealed a significant main 
effect of the position of the swallow within a series on swallow duration [F(9,45) =3.91, p=0.001], 
due to concomitant increases in swallow-related XII and RLN burst durations (mean ± SD; n=6).  
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Figure 10: Relationship between swallowing and the ventilation cycle. (A) Histogram 
representing the distribution of single and repetitive swallows from all animals within the 
phase-normalized ventilation cycle. Both inflation and deflation are represented as percentiles 
(0 to 100%). The gray trace depicts the change in tracheal pressure during artificial ventilation. 
All swallows were induced during the SLN-FR condition. Most swallows were initiated at low 
lung distension levels. (B) Representation of the lung distension level preference for swallow 
initiation for both swallow types. About 2/3 of the “inflation” and the “deflation” swallows 
occurred in the first and last halves of their respective phases, i.e. preferentially in early 
inflation or late deflation phases.  
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Table 5: 
 
2x2 Chi Square Test of Independence contingency table analysis of the phase preference for 
swallow initiation from all animals in the SLN-FR condition. (A) single swallow and repetitive 
swallows. (B) Half-phase analysis of inflation and deflation phase. 
   
Inflation Deflation Total Sw 
(A)  n= % n= % n= 
SLN-FR single 63 49 65 51 128 repetitive 143 40 214 60 357 
       
  Early-half Late-half  
(B)  n= % n= % n= 
SLN-FR ### inflation 35 56 28 44 63 
single deflation 23 35 42 65 65 
       
SLN-FR *** inflation 98 69 45 31 143 
repetitive deflation 70 33 144 67 214 
   
###χ2(1) = 5.52, (φc = 0.203), p=0.022     
***χ2(1) = 44.15,(φc = 0.352), p<0.001 
 
 
Conclusions 
 The major findings of this study were that 1) two types of swallows (interaction with or no 
interaction with central respiratory activity) were observed across all stimulus-ventilation 
conditions. 2) The two swallow types produced contrary effects on central respiratory-rhythm.  
3) In the absence of central respiratory activity repetitive swallows reset the E2 phase of central 
respiration as well as produced a facilitation of swallow motor output. 4) We provided evidence 
that vagal feedback negatively modulates swallow initiation and that swallow is reset by lung 
inflation (peripheral gating). Collectively, these findings allowed us to infer the potential 
connectivity between brainstem CPGs for breathing and swallowing responsible for 
coordination of these two functions. 
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CHAPTER FOUR:  
DISCUSSION 
In this study we show that swallow is differentially coordinated with central respiratory 
output, lower airway feedback and the synchrony between these two swallow gating 
mechanisms. We propose that interactive processes in the brainstem function as a central 
swallow gate that links swCPG neurons with both inspiratory and expiratory components of 
the rCPG. Moreover, lower airway feedback, which independently functions as a peripheral 
swallow gate, also regulates swallow initiation; presumable at the level of the NTS.  We also 
show plasticity of the swCPG circuitry, i.e., swallow facilitation, through enhancement of 
swallowing motor nerve discharge duration. This supports our hypothesis that breathing and 
swallowing CPGs share similar mechanisms including short-term plasticity (Hayashi, 
Hinrichsen et al. 2003). 
Limitation of the Study 
This study compared reflex fictive swallowing activity in decerebrate, paralyzed and 
artificially ventilated animals. There was no feedback from pharyngeal muscles or structures, 
and supra-mesencephalic swallow drive was absent. Electrical stimulation of SLN and injection 
of water into the pharynx were used to trigger swallow and their effects on the breathing 
pattern were compared. A possibility exists that repeated administration of the water stimulus 
may have resulted in habituation of pharyngeal and laryngeal afferents. In most animals, 
injection of the water bolus resulted in pooling of the bolus in the pharyngeal space. During the 
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recordings the size of the water bolus was often increased to elicit a swallow. To facilitate the 
production fictive swallows with the water bolus attempts were made to remove any remaining 
bolus material, via suction, before presentation of successive boli. It is unknown if these efforts 
to clear the pharyngeal space in between stimulus presentations influenced the success of 
consecutive attempts to elicit water swallows. Nor, is it known if the bolus size represents a 
stronger afferent signal than the standard 5mL bolus used initially. Due to these complication 
with the water stimulation protocol we were unable to extensively test the interaction between 
water stimulus and ventilation mode. Therefore, an effort was made to focus our observations 
on fictive swallows evoked using SLN in PD and FR ventilation modes.  
The decerebrate preparation permitted us to focus solely on medullary mechanisms 
involved in swallow-breathing coordination. Despite, the stimuli used to activate swallow-
inducing afferent pathways being distinct, we hypothesized that common effects would result 
from the activation of shared central mechanisms governing swallow-breathing coordination. 
Secondly, the two different ventilation modes were used to alter the synchrony between central 
inspiratory activity and the resultant mechanical feedback, i.e. lung inflation, to study the effect 
of volume-related vagal feedback mechanisms on swallowing. This study interprets the precise 
time relationships between breathing and swallowing at the motor output level to better 
understand medullary connectivity that coordinates the expression of antagonistic CPG 
outputs. Multi-electrode array recordings were made during these experiments and analysis of 
the network connectivity of these brainstem neurons will be discussed as part of Chapter five 
“Future Directions.” 
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Stimulus-Ventilation Dependent Changes in Respiratory-Rhythm Resetting According to 
Swallow Type 
 Prior to beginning our investigation of the phase-relationship between single swallows 
and the associated central respiratory cycle we analyzed the overall swallow motor output for 
changes induced by the different stimulus-ventilation combinations. The results of that analysis 
confirm that measures of single swallow-related motor output remains unchanged by various 
perturbations (Dick, Oku et al. 1993, Oku, Tanaka et al. 1994, Paydarfar, Gilbert et al. 1995, 
Gestreau, Grelot et al. 2000, Kijima, Isono et al. 2000, Saito, Ezure et al. 2002, Saito, Ezure et al. 
2002, Yamamoto and Nishino 2002, Bonis, Neumueller et al. 2011, Bonis, Neumueller et al. 
2013). However, we did observe that the central respiratory rhythm modulated the initiation of 
isolated swallows. The phase-relationship histogram (Figure 5) depicting all the single swallows 
observed in this study shows we elicited two types of swallows: post inspiratory (Post-I) or 
expiratory (Exp). Post-I type swallows interact with the preceding inspiratory portion of the 
respiratory cycle by reducing the duration and amplitude of preceding phrenic activity, without 
effecting the expiratory portion of the cycle (Table 4). In the SLN stimulation condition the 
observation of Post-I type swallows may be partially explained by direct electrical stimulation 
effects on central respiration. Electrical stimulation of the vagus nerve (40 or 80 Hz) or SLN (10-
50 Hz) produces decreases in inspiratory time, increased expiratory time and a decreased 
respiratory frequency (Remmers, Richter et al. 1986, Siniaia, Young et al. 2000). Sustained 
electrical stimulation of either nerve produces a “central post-inspiratory apnea” (Remmers, 
Richter et al. 1986). 
 We initially tested this hypothesis in our protocol by applying SLN stimulation prior to 
the initiation of inspiration or early within the augmenting inspiratory portion of the central 
respiratory cycle. We did not observe an increased tendency of SLN stimulation presentation 
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timing to produce swallows that disrupted phrenic activity, i.e., Post-I swallow. Previous, 
reports show that the intentional application of brief or continuous SLN stimulation during the 
augmenting phase of the phrenic burst elicits swallows that occur almost immediately after the 
peak of phrenic burst output (Saito, Ezure et al. 2002). In that report the authors show that the 
only interaction between the preceding phrenic burst and “isolated” swallows, referred to here 
as Post-I swallow, is there initiation occurs immediately following peak phrenic activity. 
Differences in our stimulation protocol parameters may explain our ability to elicit Post-I 
swallows that disrupted phrenic duration and amplitude, even though several stimulation 
parameters often overlapped. The 10-30Hz frequency range has been shown to reliably elicits 
swallows in many species including cat (Doty 1951) and rat (Kessler and Jean 1985). Moreover, 
the stimulating current reported here and by Saito and colleagues overlapped (33-50µA vs 15-
50µA) therefore, it is unlikely that stimulation protocol differences, per se, are solely responsible 
for the observed differences in Post-I swallows that disrupted phrenic activity.  
 Different decerebration procedures may explain our results but, a study that used the 
same midcollicular decerebration technique and species failed to show Post-I type swallows 
that consistently disrupted phrenic activity (Dick, Oku et al. 1993). A key difference between the 
current report and the report of Dick and collaborators is we preserved the vagus nerve. The 
Exp type swallows elongated the expiratory portion of the cycle and produced no significant 
alteration to the preceding inspiratory phrenic activity. This agrees with many reports in the 
literature that show the expiratory portion of the central respiratory cycle elongates to 
accommodate swallow in humans (Paydarfar, Gilbert et al. 1995, Kijima, Isono et al. 2000, 
Yamamoto and Nishino 2002), rat (Saito, Ezure et al. 2002, Saito, Ezure et al. 2002, Ouahchi, 
Bon-Mardion et al. 2011), cat (Dick, Oku et al. 1993) and goat (Bonis, Neumueller et al. 2011, 
Bonis, Neumueller et al. 2013).  
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Plasticity of Swallowing Motor Output During Rhythmic Swallowing and Resetting of the 
E2 Phase of Respiration 
The execution of a swallow is considered a stereotypic and fixed non-respiratory 
expression of upper airway motor outputs (Doty 1951, Kawasaki, Ogura et al. 1964, Doty 1968, 
Sumi 1970, Miller and Loizzi 1974, Miller 1982, Dick, Oku et al. 1993). The literature shows that 
the latency to evoke a swallow is reduced by combined electrical stimulation of the SLN and the 
pharyngeal branch of the glossopharyngeal nerve (GPN-ph) (Kitagawa, Nakagawa et al. 2009), 
intravenous administration of the cannabinoid receptor 1 (CB1) agonist, WIN 55,212-2 prior to 
SLN stimulation (Mostafeezur, Zakir et al. 2012) and instillation of an acetic acid solution in the 
pharyngolaryngeal space (Kajii, Shingai et al. 2002). Collectively, these studies show that both 
stimuli used in the present study can reliably evoke pathways that represent the spatiotemporal 
convergence of respiratory and non-respiratory afferent activity triggered from stimulation of 
the larynx (SLN) and pharynx (GPN-ph), that are processed in the swallowing centers of the 
medulla network that may facilitate swallow reconfiguration. Note that it is difficult to ascertain 
if the swallow reconfiguration signal is greater with Water, compared to SLN, as laryngeal 
stimulation that induces swallow is recognized as the “last level of defense” before foreign 
particles penetrate into the lower airways. Rather, the swallow reconfiguration signal may be 
conditioned by the dynamics of upper airway (UA) afferent inputs (as well as by the diversity 
of stimulated afferent pathways). Indeed, it is very likely that Water elicited a more complex 
pattern of discharge from UA sensory receptors than SLN at the fixed frequencies used in this 
study due to the dynamic sensitivity and placement of inner laryngeal nerve afferent fibers 
(Davis and Nail 1987). The observation that nerve burst duration, but not amplitude, increased 
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in the SLN-FR apnea repetitive swallows suggests that the swCPG may be subjected to short-
term plasticity (Atwood and Karunanithi 2002, Pan and Zucker 2009).  
Facilitation, which occurs after a few seconds of stimulation, augmentation, which 
occurs after tens of seconds of stimulation and potentiation, which occurs after a few minutes of 
stimulation, are the three main forms of short-term plasticity (Zucker 1999). In the current 
report, the increase in motor output was observed after a few seconds of SLN stimulation and is 
classified as facilitation. In vivo, repetitive stimulation of the SLN has been shown to activate 
augmentation of hypoglossal inspiratory discharges (Budzinska and Wojtal 2001). While, 
repetitive stimulation of the solitary tract nucleus, in vitro, has been shown to potentiate post-
synaptic potentials (Fortin, Velluti et al. 1992). Activation of NTS N-methyl-D-aspartate 
receptors facilitates respiratory short-term potentiation in vivo (England, Melton et al. 1992). 
Moreover, since SLN fibers in the NTS that release glutamate trigger swallow (Jean 2001), the 
observed facilitation of nerve burst duration may occur in this medullary structure. Possible, 
cellular mechanisms in the NTS may include presynaptic nicotinic cholinergic receptor 
activation (Kalappa, Feng et al. 2011), focal application of serotonergic agonists (Bieger 1981, 
Hashim and Bieger 1987) and activation of endocannabinoid mediated retrograde signaling 
(Mostafeezur, Zakir et al. 2012).  
Evidence for a Peripherally-mediated swallow Gate 
 Pulmonary stretch receptor (PSRs) afferent information is relayed via the vagus nerve to 
pump cells located in the NTS to regulate central respiratory activity via the Hering-Breuer 
reflex (HBR) (Berger and Dick 1987, Davies, Kubin et al. 1987, Bonham and McCrimmon 1990, 
Ezure and Tanaka 1996, Ezure, Tanaka et al. 1998, Kubin, Alheid et al. 2006). Through the HBR 
pathway lower airway feedback facilitates inspiratory-to-expiratory phase switching by 
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terminating central inspiratory activity and increasing post-inspiratory laryngeal motor activity 
(Dutschmann and Herbert 2006, Dutschmann and Dick 2012). Several human studies 
demonstrate that swallows initiate within a narrow window (~45-65% of vital capacity) of PSR 
activation, i.e. lung stretch, irrespective of central respiratory phase synchrony.  Therefore, we 
propose that lower airway feedback provides the rCPG with afferent surveillance information 
that permits swallow execution at preset lung volumes that facilitate gas exchange during a 
swallow apnea (Paydarfar 2011). The free run ventilation mode dissociates the lower airway 
feedback from the phasic element of the VRC feedback. In Figure 10A the single SLN-FR 
swallows initiated almost equally between the inflation and deflation phases of the mechanical 
ventilation cycle. Whereas in Figure 5 most of the single SLN-FR swallows initiated during the 
post-inspiratory portion of the central respiratory cycle. The brainstem network may consider 
the dissociation between central respiratory output and lower airway feedback when planning 
for swallow execution. However, the results presented in Figures 5 and 10A support the 
hypothesis that swallow initiation is preferentially permitted during periods of central 
inspiratory quiescence. These observations are consistent with HBR activity expediting the 
transition of central respiratory drive into an expiratory state during the asynchronous 
ventilation protocol used in the FR ventilation mode. In addition to regulating central 
respiratory activity, The NTS plays a crucial role in the coordination and processing of lower 
and upper airway inputs that produce airway protective behaviors such as cough and swallow 
(Troche, Brandimore et al. 2014, Bolser, Pitts et al. 2015). The relationship between lung-volume 
and the mechanical distension of lung stretch receptors may also form an inhibitory reflex 
mechanism that reduces swallow initiation above a certain transmural pressure. In pathologies, 
such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (Gross, Atwood et al. 2009), laparotomy (Pitts, 
Rose et al. 2015), and head and neck cancer (Martin-Harris, McFarland et al. 2015), this 
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inhibitory reflex is crucial in reducing aspiration risks were patients modify swallow-breathing 
coordination to permit swallow initiation during lung inflation/inspiration.  This hypothesis is 
further supported by results in Figure 10A that shows the number of swallow initiations 
remains effectively reduced until the transmural pressure returns below the transmural 
pressure level that instigated the reduction in swallow initiations. This hypothesis agrees with 
previous studies that correlated PSR discharge rates with changes in transpulmonary pressure 
(Davenport, Frazier et al. 1981). Briefly, the peak rate of PSR activity corresponded with peak 
transmural pressure. In addition, the frequency response of PSRs was increased during lung 
inflation, compared to lung deflation, at similar transmural pressures. When lower airway 
stretch is high, i.e., from the late inflation phase up to the early deflation phase, in favor of 
swallow initiation when lower airway feedback is low, i.e., the early inspiratory phase or the 
late expiratory phase (Costa and Lemme 2010). 
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CHAPTER FIVE:  
FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
 The results reported in Chapter Three in conjunction with the existing literature 
substantiate a novel framework that facilitates further inference into central and peripheral 
brainstem network mechanisms required to coordinate swallow with breathing (Figure 11).  
Expression of the swCPG or the rCPG depends on the temporal and/or spatial presentation and 
summation of peripheral sensory circuits that converge in the NTS to activate specific afferent 
relay processes. We presume that peripheral afferent stimulation must reach and surpass a 
threshold level of representation within the NTS to initiate the swCPG and to produce the 
swallow motor pattern. If the threshold level of representation is not surpassed within the NTS 
then the rCPG will continue to drive the connectivity of the brainstem respiratory network to 
produce a respiratory motor output. Potential brainstem network pathways and functional 
connectivity that results in the expression of the rCPG versus the swCPG will be discussed in 
the follow paragraphs. 
 
Connectivity of the brainstem respiratory network during eupnea 
 As mentioned in the Introduction Chapter, brainstem central pattern generators control 
respiration (Martin, Logemann et al. 1994, Jean 2001, Bianchi and Gestreau 2009) and generate 
and coordinate swallow (Jean and Car 1979, Jean, Amri et al. 1983, Power, Fraser et al. 2006, 
Miller 2008). Under, normal conditions the rCPG prevails producing a three-phase respiratory 
cycle that consists of inspiratory, post inspiratory and late expiratory phases. Propriobulbar 
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“pacemaker” neurons in the preBötC, with pre-inspiration burst firing activity, send excitatory 
projections to inspiratory augmenting (I-Aug) neurons, distributed throughout the VRC, and 
inspiratory decrementing (I-Dec) neurons in the NTS. During inspiration bulbospinal I-Aug 
premotor neurons in the rVRG excite phrenic motoneurons which innervate the diaphragm 
(Koshiya and Smith 1999, Feldman and Del Negro 2006, Smith, Abdala et al. 2007). Upper 
airway patency is maintained through tonic activation of muscles innervated by the RLN of the 
vagus and the glossopharyngeal and the hypoglossal nerves (Chan, Steenland et al. 2006, 
Bianchi and Gestreau 2009, Smith, Abdala et al. 2013). The transition to post inspiration is 
generated by post inspiration BötC neurons that inhibit preBötC pacemaker neurons. 
Additionally, bulbospinal expiratory augmenting (E-Aug) neuronal projections inhibit phrenic 
motoneurons and disinhibit expiratory VRC neurons (Fedorko and Merrill 1984, Ellenberger 
and Feldman 1988, Tian, Peever et al. 1998). The transition from inspiration to expiration is 
facilitated by projections from NTS pump cell interneurons (Berger and Dick 1987, Bonham and 
McCrimmon 1990, Kubin, Alheid et al. 2006) to E-Dec neurons (Dutschmann and Herbert 2006, 
Dick, Shannon et al. 2008) in the Kölliker-Fuse nucleus (KF) of the dorsolateral-pons (dl-pons) 
(Dutschmann and Herbert 2006, Dutschmann and Dick 2012) and in the BötC (Otake, Sasaki et 
al. 1988). During post inspiration activity on the RLN closes the glottis restricting airflow out of 
the lungs and activity on the pharyngeal branch of the vagus nerve constricts the pharynx 
(Chan, Steenland et al. 2006, Bianchi and Gestreau 2009, Smith, Abdala et al. 2013). The late 
expiratory phase (E2) is facilitated by removal of post inspiration neuronal inhibition on cVRG 
and BötC E-Aug neurons (Jiang and Lipski 1990, Nunez-Abades, Morillo et al. 1993). E-Aug 
neurons stimulate bulbospinal premotoneurons that excite expiratory intercostals and 
abdominal motoneurons (Shannon, Baekey et al. 1998, Smith, Abdala et al. 2013) 
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Connectivity of the brainstem respiratory network during swallow-reconfiguration 
In a process known as reconfiguration the motor outputs of the rCPG are differentially 
activated to execute the expression of the non-respiratory behavior swallow. During swallow, 
the larynx is elevated, the vocal and ventricular folds adduct and the epiglottis inverts over the 
laryngeal vestibule to produce a “swallow apnea” and protect the lower airways from 
aspiration (Schultz, Perlman et al. 1994, Thexton, Crompton et al. 2007, Thexton, Crompton et 
al. 2009). Successful swallow-reconfiguration requires cooperation between components of the 
rCPG and the swCPG so that the swallow apnea, associated with the pharyngeal phase of 
swallow, interrupts a period of central expiration (Preiksaitis, Mayrand et al. 1992, Martin, 
Logemann et al. 1994, Martin-Harris, Brodsky et al. 2003, Martin-Harris, Brodsky et al. 2005). 
Swallow-breathing coordination, i.e., reconfiguration of the rCPG to the swCPG, is triggered by 
sensory afferent information relayed to the medullary network through the NTS (Broussard and 
Altschuler 2000, Goyal, Padmanabhan et al. 2001, Jean 2001, Bianchi and Gestreau 2009). 
Pharyngeal, laryngeal and pulmonary stretch receptor sensory afferent projections are received 
in the intermediate and interstitial subnuclei of the lateral division of NTS (Berger and Averill 
1983, Paton, Li et al. 1999, Broussard and Altschuler 2000, Goyal, Padmanabhan et al. 2001, 
Kubin, Alheid et al. 2006). The convergence of swallow and respiratory related afferents within 
the NTS potentially forms the initial point of interaction that drives the network decision to 
express breathing or swallow. Furthermore, the presentation of these signals to the greater 
ponto-medullary network may depend on the temporal and/or spatial pattern of afferent 
information initially received in the NTS (Molkov, Abdala et al. 2010). Second order projections 
from the NTS have been shown to alter the activity of neurons in the rCPG (Pantaleo and Corda 
1985, Bianchi, Denavit-Saubie et al. 1995, Morris, Arata et al. 1996, Li, Morris et al. 1999, Li, 
Morris et al. 1999), swCPG (Nishino 1993, Jean 2001, Saito, Ezure et al. 2002, Martin-Harris, 
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Brodsky et al. 2003) and PRG neurons that may influence the expression of both CPGs (Siniaia, 
Young et al. 2000, Dutschmann and Herbert 2006, Dick, Shannon et al. 2008, Bonis, Neumueller 
et al. 2011, Bonis, Neumueller et al. 2013). Increased discharge activity from the hypoglossal 
nerve and the pharyngeal branch of the vagus nerve combined with decreased activity from the 
phrenic and lumbar nerves (Amri, Lamkadem et al. 1991, Gestreau, Milano et al. 1996, Gestreau, 
Grelot et al. 2000, Roda, Gestreau et al. 2002) during the pharyngeal phase of swallow suggest 
that differences in premotor neuronal connectivity may utilize respiratory phase switching 
processes like HBR or increased activation of PRG projections to facilitate proper swallow-
breathing coordination. 
 
Conceptual framework and inferred brainstem neuronal connectivity during swallow 
The schematic in Figure 11 depicts inferred swallow-breathing connectivity within the 
brainstem that produces single post-inspiratory swallows (Figure 11A) as well as single 
expiratory swallows (Figure 11B). In Figure 11A the connectivity between elements of the 
central- and peripheral-swallow gates during post inspiratory swallow-breathing coordination 
begins when NTS neurons receive upper airway sensory information (1) synchronous with 
increasing vagal lung stretch-related lower (2) airway sensory information. The DSG is under 
inhibitory control from P-cells that constitute the peripheral swallow gate. Activation of the 
DSG requires that lower airway sensory afferents excite P-cells to activate HBR (Hayashi, Coles 
et al. 1996). HBR activity stimulates post-inspiratory neurons (Figure 11A, “E1” population), in 
the nucleus ambiguus and BötC (Sun, Bautista et al. 2011), promoting the inhibition of 
inspiratory-augmenting neurons (“I” population) that drive the phrenic output and the 
activation of expiratory laryngeal motoneurons (not shown). E1 also receives stimulation from 
upper airway afferents (1b) to simultaneously promote the inhibition of I and protection of the 
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upper airways, presumably through medullary network regulatory element processes such as 
HBR. During inspiration the VSG is under inhibitory control (5) from I neurons until E1 
excitation inhibits I activity. As E1 on I inhibition increases the VSG begins to exert inhibition on 
I. Collectively, the dual inhibition on I results in an abrupt interruption of ongoing inspiration.  
Facilitating the reduction in the inhibitory control of P-cells onto DSG neurons. Ultimately, the 
DSG signals to VSG neurons to further increase their inhibitory tone onto I neurons and 
complete the expression of swallow and the subsequent swallow apnea. In Figure 11B the 
connectivity between elements of the central- and peripheral-swallow gates during expiratory 
swallow-breathing coordination begins when NTS neurons receive upper airway sensory 
information (1) asynchronous with increasing vagal lung stretch-related lower (2) airway 
sensory information. The DSG is less likely to be under inhibitory control from P-cells. The 
DSG-mediated excitation of VSG neurons (3) drives the reconfiguration of upper airway 
premotor neurons to express swallow by increasing inhibitory tone on late expiratory neurons 
(4). 
 However, Sun and colleagues (Sun, Bautista et al. 2011) showed that pharmacological 
blockade of BötC region can eliminate SLN stimulation induced central apnea, while preserving 
the occurrence of repetitive swallows that remained coordinated with breathing. That repetitive 
swallows remained coordinated with breathing presumes that the VSG can operate, at least 
partially, independent from the BötC. The change in motor output may reflect an adaptation of 
the network in response to the loss of central swallow gating mechanisms.  
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Figure 11: Suggested central and peripheral connectivity for swallow-breathing coordination. In both panels, stimulation originating 
from upper airway receptors (1) or feedback from the lower airways (2) is relayed to dorsal swallow group neurons (DSG) or pump 
cells (P-cells), respectively. (A) Post inspiratory swallows result when NTS neurons receive 1 synchronous with 2. The DSG is excited 
by 1 but, P-cells that are excited by 2 are exerting inhibitory control on the DSG (2a). Post-inspiratory neurons (“E1” population) 
receive dual excitation from upper airway afferents (1b) and P-cells (2b) resulting in the E1 inhibition of inspiratory neurons (“I” 
population). The inhibition of I reduces phrenic output and releases the VSG from inhibition imposed on it, during inspiration by I. 
The reduction in phrenic output reduces the inhibitory control of P-cells onto DSG neurons and the DSG signals the swallow pattern 
to VSG neurons (3).  The VSG exerts additional inhibition on I (5) resulting in an abrupt interruption to inspiration and expression of 
swallow. (B) Expiratory swallows result when NTS neurons receive 1 asynchronous with 2. The DSG is under reduced inhibitory 
control from P-cells (2a). The DSG excites VSG neurons (3) that increase inhibitory tone on late expiratory neurons (4). Line thickness 
represents the relative weight of these suggested connections. 
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Therefore, we proposed that the connectivity described in the previous paragraph during the 
production of Exp swallows represents a BötC dependent central swallow gating mechanisms 
that could potentially become filtered or attenuated as the network shifts towards a BötC 
independent swallow-breathing coordination mechanism that uses the pons during long series 
of repetitive swallow.  
To maintain coordination with the central swallow gate during sustained swallow-
inducing signaling from upper airway sensory fibers during artificial ventilation (FR mode) 
neurons within the pons could become desensitized to lung stretch-related vagal feedback and 
function as the primary driver of the respiratory phase transition circuitry (Siniaia, Young et al. 
2000). Several studies show that nuclei in the pons exhibit respiratory modulation based upon 
the axonal projections received from VRC neurons that are in turn modulated by PRG neurons 
to control the switch between and the duration of each respiratory phase (Nunez-Abades, 
Morillo et al. 1993, Ezure and Tanaka 2006, Dick, Shannon et al. 2008, Segers, Nuding et al. 2008, 
Morschel and Dutschmann 2009, Dutschmann and Dick 2012). Presumably, IE-phase spanning 
neurons in the pons would provide inhibition onto I neurons and excitation of E1 neurons in the 
VRC to maintain repetitive swallow coordination with breathing. Moreover, the KF of the pons 
mediates glottal constriction (Dutschmann and Herbert 2006), drives post-inspiratory laryngeal 
motoneurons  (ELMs, not shown) (Shiba, Satoh et al. 1999, Shiba, Nakazawa et al. 2007, Bautista 
and Dutschmann 2014), and activates hypoglossal motoneurons (Gestreau, Dutschmann et al. 
2005, Bianchi and Gestreau 2009). 
To investigate the functional connectivity between neurons that are participant in either 
swallow or respiration or both behaviors requires further analysis of the responses of brainstem 
neurons recorded in these experiments using multi-electrode arrays. The last section of this 
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chapter will discuss potential methods of analysis to clarify the connectivity within the 
brainstem network during swallow-reconfiguration of the rCPG. 
 
Potential Methods and Analysis 
  Simultaneous recordings of spike trains of single neurons were obtained using a 24-
electrode array (2x12 arrangement) placed in the right NTS, a 32-electrode array (2x16 
arrangement) placed in the right lateral column, a 32-electrode array (1x32 arrangement) placed 
bilaterally in the Raphe or placed bilaterally in the C1-C2 region of the spinal cord, and a 16-
electrode array (2x8 arrangement) placed in the right RTN-pF or the pons. Electrode placement 
was guided by anatomical landmarks (obex, brain stem midline), appropriate stereotaxic 
coordinates were  obtained from (Berman 1968), and previous studies (Segers, Nuding et al. 
2008, Ott, Nuding et al. 2011, Ott, Nuding et al. 2012). Single neuron activity was isolated with 
interactive spike sorting software (O’Connor RE 2005). 
Functional connectivity between neurons recorded in different respiratory/swallow 
generation centers will be evaluated using cross-correlation histograms (CCHs). CCHs will be 
calculated from isolated spike trains from simultaneously recorded pairs of neurons. CCHs will 
be used to define circuit models that replicate experimental observations (Moore, Segundo et al. 
1970, Kirkwood 1979, Aertsen and Gerstein 1985, Ostojic, Brunel et al. 2009) and to interpret 
mutual inputs that influence the firing rate of both cells assessed (Nuding, Segers et al. 2009, 
Ott, Nuding et al. 2012). Prior, to use in CCH analysis isolated spike trains will be assessed for 
respiratory modulation using one of two statistical tests either a subject-by-treatment test (Orem 
and Dick 1983) or a nonparametric sign test (Morris, Arata et al. 1996). Briefly, each test divides 
50 respiratory samples into 20 equal time segments and the phase of respiration with maximal 
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neuronal activity was used to determine phase preference. Neurons with a phase preference 
will be classified as respiratory modulated (RM). RM classifications included expiratory (E), 
inspiratory (I), or phase-spanning (IE or EI) based upon the portion of the respiratory cycle with 
peak activity (Cohen 1968). RM neurons will be further classified as decrementing (Dec) or 
augmenting (Aug) depending upon which half of the respiratory phase their peak activity 
occurred (Netick and Orem 1981, Orem and Netick 1982, Morris, Arata et al. 1996). Neurons 
with no phase preference will be classified as non-respiratory modulated (NRM).  
Isolated spike trains will be further evaluated for a short-term (5-10s) response to SLN or 
water injection using a peristimulus time histogram (PSTH). Average firing rates exceeding ± 2 
SD of the mean prestimulus level will be considered significant. Because, PSTHs lack the 
sensitivity required to detect minute changes in activity a cumulative sum histogram (CUSUM) 
will be calculated from the PTSH. CUSUM response changes exceeding ± 3SD will be verified 
with a bootstrap based statistical method (Davey, Ellaway et al. 1986, Nuding, Segers et al. 2009) 
p ≤ 0.05 (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995, Ott, Nuding et al. 2012). 
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